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Abstract 

Within the field of robotics, a noticeable shift is made towards the use of robots in domestic envi
ronments. Several universities, companies and other groups participate in projects to boost both the 
development as well as the social acceptance of such robots. For this reason the deparment of Me
chanica! Engineering of the Eindhoven Universitity ofTechnology joined the RoboEarth project, the 
Bobbie project and the RoboCup@Home competition. These three projects called for the need of a 
servicerobot platform to gain experience with such a platform and apply and test created work. For 
this reason the AMIGO platform was developed. AMIGO has an omnidirectional base which in fact 
is an upscaled version of a design of a Middle Size League Turtle. This base is then provided with a 
spindle and two Philips Experimental Robotic Arms (PERA's) . The AMIGO hardware was completed 
in November 2010 but the software still had to be designed, starting with the low-level control. This 
report will focus on the design of the controller and supervisor for these two PERA's. 

The PERA is an anthropmorphic robotic arm which has seven degrees of freedom and a gripper for 
object manipulation. All the actuators and sensory are connected to prototype RT-Motion USB boards. 
These are connected to the a PC and provide the 1/0 for the PERA. However the software available 
with the PERA did not meet the specifications. For this reason it was decided to strip down the ex
isting software up to the level where only the 1/0 was left and implement this in an Orocos component. 

The resulting 1/0 component was used as a basis for the PERA controller in Orocos. The control 
was decided to be performed in the joint-space. For this the system has been decoupled and the de
coupled system was then identified using a three-point-measurement. The measurements showed 
that the system was properly decoupled which allowed for the choice of independent joint control. 
Stabilizing controllers were developed for all the SISO systems. For safety purposes no integral ac
tion was used. However, to achieve better performance gravity compensation was implemented. It 
turned out that due to modeling uncertaincies only an improvement could be achieved for the first 
four joints. The resulting feedback controller with gravity compensation showed a maximum error in 
the end-effector space of 3.8 cm w.r.t. the reference. Further analysis showed that the interpolation of 
the reference was responsible for over 75% of this error. However, a strong decrease of the error could 
be seen at lower speeds and in statie points. Hence, the system is concluded to be accurate enough for 
object manipulation. 

With the AMIGO platform being a service robot platform, safe and reproducible behavior of the PERA 
should be guaranteed. For this reason a supervising component is developed. Upon startup it will 
perform a homing sequence bringing after which it starts monitoring the system state. If an erro
neous situation is encounterd the supervisor will immediately respond to this by stopping the motion, 
cutting off the amplifier outputs or tracking the measured angle thereby keeping the tracking error 
zero. 

The created PERA controller with supervisor was used within several public demonstrators, the 
RoboCup@Home league, the RoboEarth project as well as within other master's theses. From these 
use-cases it could be concluded that the developed controller and supervisor guarantee reproducible 
and safe operation of the PERA. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Background 

Throughout the past decades the field of robotics showed an ongoing growth in both number and com
plexity. Although most people do not face a robot during their normal daylife they are already being 
used in a great number of applications. The majority is stationed in manufacturing areas where they 
replace humans performing heavy, accurate or repetitive tasks. However, a noticeable shift is being 
made towards the use of robots in domestic environments. People can already buy a fully autonomous 
lawnmower or vacuumcleaner and not bother about doing those tasks themselves anymore. There are 
several companies and univerisities participating in projects that aim to boost the development and 
social acceptance of these specific service robots. The department of Mechanica! Engineering of the 
Eindhoven University ofTechnology participates in three likewise projects: 

RoboEarth 

This project aims for the development of a World Wide Web for robots. A database repository is to 
be created where robots can share information about tasks and environments. The main goal of this 
worldwide database for robots is to enable robots to leam from one another. For example, robot A 
opened a door and stores his list of actions to achieve the goal on RoboEarth. Now, when robot B has 
to open the door he will find the information in the database and can perform the same task a lot 
faster. The robot now 'leamed' something. The main challenge within the RoboEarth project is how 
to create a general formalism for storing all this 'robotic knowledge' in the database repository such 
that it can be used cross-platform. 

RoboE:arth ® 

Bobbie 

With the growing elderly population the demand for personal robots that can help in a care situation 
is increasing. The main goal of the Bobbie project (r] is to initiate a Dutch industry for personal 
robots. This is realized by using standardized system architectures on both the software and hardware 
level. The projects technological focus areas are safe adaptive mobile manipulation, modularity and 
interoperability. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTROD UCTION 

Bobbie Q 
Robotics l:t 

RoboCup 

Throughout the last years the team ofTech United from the Eindhoven University ofTechnology has 
been participating in the RoboCup Middle Size League. Since March 20n the team is also attending 
in the @Home league which is relatively new. The @Home league aims to boost the development of 
service robot technology with high relevance for future personal domestic applications. 

Figure 1.1: The AM IG O (Autonornous Mate for In te lli Gent Operat ions) platform. 

Motivation 

For demonstrators within these three projects the AMIGO (Autonomous Mate for IntelliGent Opera
tions) platform has been created (Figure u). It provides the following set of actuators and sensory: 

2 

• A fully holonomic base platform for navigation throug areas. This omnidirectional base is in fact 
an upscaled version of the design of a Tech United Middle Size League Turtle with four wheels. 

• A lifting mechanism for altering the hight of the torso. 

• Two Philips Experimental Robotic Arms (from now on referred to as PERA's) for manipulating 
objects. These prototype arms are designed and manufactured by Philips Innovation Services 
(farmer Philips Applied Technologies). 



• A Hokuyo Laser Range Finder (LRF) for 2 dimensional planar vision. It is mainly used for 
navigating while avoiding obstacles. 

• Two Microsoft Kinects for 3D vision. One Kinect is placed on top of the AMIGO and can pan 
and tilt for exploring the environment. Another Kinect is mounted in front and lower to the 
base plate. Due to the mounting this one has to cope with less disturbance vibrations. It is used 
for detecting planar objects such as tables which are typically not seen by the LRF. 

• Two Dynamixels for pan and tilt movement of the upper Kinect. 

• Two BeckhoffEtherCAT stacks providing an interface with the actuators and sensors of the base, 
spindle and Dynamixels. Additionally it receives the emergency-button and battery-level signals. 

• A R0DE VideoMic, Directional Video Condenser Microphone for receiving voice commands. 

• 4 AOpen computers for providing computational power for applications such as the controllers 
and path planning. These specific computers have been chosen because of their small size and 
relatively low power consumption important to save battery power. 

The platform hardware and electronics were completed and delivered in November 20n. At this point 
no software for operating and controlling all the hardware was available. Tuis report will focus on 
development of the low-level controller and supervisor for the robotic arms. The controller should 
connects the arms with the rest of the (higher-level) system. The low-level control will be performed 
within the Orocos (Open Robot Control Software) real-time environment [2]. With the high level 
control of the AMIGO platform performed within ROS (Robot Operating System) [3] this means the 
controller should be capable of communicating with ROS. Next, since AMIGO is a servicerobot and 
will be in direct contact with humans, safety and reproducibility are a must. Tuis gives rise to the 
following problem statement: 

Pro blem statement 

Design and implement a controller for the 7 DOF Philips Experimental Robotic Arm that includes a safety 
handler and connects to ROS. 

Tuis objective can be divided into 3 sub-objectives. 

• Create an interface with the USB boards for 1/0 communication with the PERA. Upon delivery 
software was provided that performed the 1/0 with the PERA. As will be shown the choice 
was made to perform the low-level control within the Orocos real-time environment. More 
specifically this means that the excisting 1/0 software has to be implemented in the Orocos 
environment. 

• Design and implement a stable contoller that connects to ROS. The controller should take care 
that the joint reference trajectories computed within ROS are tracked with reasonable error 
•bounds. 

• Develop a supervisor that handles the PERA homing procedure and safety. For the sake of 
experiment reproducibility and for the ease of use a homing procedure has to be developed. 
Together with the need for a safety handler this calls for a supervising component on top of the 
designed controller. 

3 



CHAPTE R. 1. I NTR.ODUCTIO N 

Outline 

Throughout this report the objectives defined above will be covered therefore offering a solution to the 
problem statement. In Chapter 2 it is started with a genera! introduction to the PERA hardware layout. 
The kinematic layout will be treated as well as the hardware available for interfacing with the available 
actuators and sensory. Next, in Chapter 3 the reader will be introduced to the software tools that will 
be used in the controller. As ROS is concerned with the high-level software which is not treated in this 
report it will only be introduced briefly. It will then be shown what the genera! layout of an Orocos 
component looks like. This information wil! be used in Chapter 4 where the first objective will be 
considered. With the existing I/0 functionalities the Orocos component PERA_USB_IO is created that 
will perform the I/0. In Chapter 5 it wil! then be shown how the controller is designed around this 1/0 
component. This includes the treatment of the incoming reference trajectories, system decoupling, 
system identification, loop-shaping, gravity compensation and finally applying force control to the 
PERA gripper. With the controller implemented and operational, a supervisor will then be designed 
and implemented on top of the controller in Chapter 6. This supervisor will guard the system safety 
and perform the homing sequence. Finally, in Chapter 7 conclusions are drawn and recommendations 
for future work and improvement of the system are given. 

4 



Chapter 2 

The Philips Experimental Robotic 
Arm 

Before proceeding to the control of the arms performed on the software level, basic knowledge about 
the PERA hardware layout is required. First, the kinematic layout will be described. Tuis will be 
important for the controller structure in Chapter 5. Next the hardware that provides the PERA 1/0 
is explained. Tuis information is used in Chapter 4 to create an 1/0 component for usage in the 
controller. Finally the Denavit-Hartenberg convention is introduced to provide a describtion of the 
PERA kinematics. Tuis information will be used when establishing the connection between the low
level controller and the high-level software as well as within the gravity compensation. 

~ Ys 

____ .0Rs 
·--.J __ Ps 

V 

Figure 2.1: The AMIGO (Autonomous Mate for IntelliGent Operations) platform. 

With the development of the PERA Philips lnnovations Services aimed for a non-expensive robotic 
arm which research area would typically relate to the field of artificial intelligence, control and dy
namics. lts human kinematics should allow for developments in the relatively new field ofhumanoid 
robotics 

2.1 Hardware layout 

Figure 2.1 shows the PERA. The main reason for Philips lnnovation Services to develop the PERA 
was to do research with an anthropomorphic robotic arm in research areas that would typically relate 
to the field of artificial intelligence, control and dynamics. Where most modern robotic manipulators 
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CHAPTER 2. TIIE PHILI PS EXPERIMENTAL Rü BOTIC ARM 

use rotational drives the PERA is equipped with three differential drives and only one rotational drive . 
These differential drives are positioned in the shoulder, elbow and the wrist and provide the robotic 
arm with its antropomorphic properties. Looking at Figure 2.2 the advantage of a differential drive in 
terms of space can immediatly be seen. One differential drive introduces two degrees of freedom. 

'l ~IL l.2 

c/>m,2 Óm,l 

'l ~n, l ·---
Figure 2 .2: Schematic outline of a diffenti a l drive 

The inputs toa differential drive are the two motor torques 'l'm ,1 and 'l 'm,1 : 

'l ~ILl .. l = 'l'm ,1 + 'l'm,2 

'l ~ut,2 = 'l'm,l - 'I'm,2 

In terms of rotations the resulting outputs are two orthogonal joint rotations: 

1 
cf>oul , l = 2 (c/Jm,l + Óm.2) 

1 
Óoul,2 = 2 (<Pm, l - Óm.2) 

(2.1) 

(2 .2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

From Figure 2.1 it can be seen that the three differential drives introduce six degrees of freedom. The 
seventh degree of free dom sterns from the shoulder yaw, Ys, which is a rotational drive. Table 2 .1 gives 
an overview of the PERA properties. All joint limits are with respect to the arm posture in Figure 2.1. It 
should be noted that the upper limit of the elbow pitch Ps is lowered with respect to the specifications 
provide by Philips Innovation Services. This is due to the covers mounted on the PERA which lower 
this joint's range. 

Furthermore the PERA is equipped with a gripper for object manipulation. This gripper is able to 
hold small sized objects such as cups and softdrink cans. The maximum payload that can be lifted 
safely when the arm is fully stretched is 15 N. With this load the joint friction is then said to offioad 
the motor currents required to keep that position. Note that this has nothing to do with the maximum 
gripping force of the gripper. Furthermore it can also be seen that the distance from the wrist joint 
to the gripping point is not constant. This is the result of the gripper mechanical construction which 
allows the gripping point to variate while keeping the motor setpoint fixed . 

2.2 Denavit-Hartenberg convention 

The controller developed for the PERA tracks references that are computed within the path planning 
in ROS. The path planning itself is not treated in this report. For more information on this topic the 
reader is refered to [n]. In the remainder of this report it wil! be considered as given. It relies on 
a model of the PERA kinematics shown in the previous section. This model has has been derived 
by applying the Denavit-Hartenberg convention [18] which is a commonly used method for selecting 
frames of reference for robotic manipulators . It provides a set of rules that, if applied to a kinematic 

6 



2.3. RT-MOTION USB BOARDS 

Table 2.1: PERA hardware and kinematic roperties 
1 . 

Parameter 

Upper arm length 

Foreann length 

Wrist to gripping point 

Shoulder yaw, Ys 

Shoulder roll, Rs 

Shoulder pitch, Ps 

Elbow yaw, YE 

Elbow pitch, PE 

Wrist yaw, Yw 

Wrist pitch, Pw 

Max load 

Value 

320mm 

280 mm 

min -90°, 

min 0°, rn 

min -90°, j ax 90° 

min -105°) rnax 105° 

min -90° , nliax 23.5° 

min -45° , 4ax 45° 

min -57°, ,1ax 57° 

15 N 

tree, will result in a set of parameters that unambiguously desc ,"bes the positions of the links and 
coordinate frames. These so called DH-parameters are the link l~ gth a;, link twist a;, link offset d; 
and joint angle 0;. Tables 2 .2 and 2.3 show the DH-parameters as tey are derived for the left and right 
PERA kinematic tree respectively. In here the joints Q1 , Q2, ... , q7 cr rrespond with Rs, Ps, Ys , PE, YE, 
Pw, Yw from Figure 2.1. The link offsets d3 and d5 correspond t the length of the upper and lower 
arm respectively which are given in Table 2.1. The link length a7 i the distance from the last joint, q7 , 

to the center of the gripper. Looking at the AMIGO platform in F~gure LI, it can be seen that the left 
PERA is the same as the right PERA only rotated 180 degrees wifh respect to the torso. A rotational 
offset of -1r in 03 is then required to put the left PERA arm in jthe correct direction. Figure 2.3 is 
the graphical representation of the right PERA DH-parameters wfth q; = 0. Notice that the resulting 
configuration is a streched forward pose with the wrist joint q6 rotated 90° up. 

Table 2 .2: Left PERA DH-parameters. Tab e 2 .3: Right PERA DH-parameters. 

Link i a; a; d; 0; L'nk i a; a; d; 0; 
1 - 1r/2 0 0 Q1 1 -1r/2 0 0 Ql 
2 -1r/2 0 0 Q2 2 -1r/2 0 0 Q2 
3 1r/2 0 -da q3 - 7r 3 1r/ 2 0 -d3 q3 
4 -1r/2 0 0 q4 4 -1r/2 0 0 q4 
5 1r/2 0 -d5 q5 5 1r/2 0 -d5 q5 
6 -1r/2 0 0 Q6 6 -1r/2 0 0 Q6 

7 0 a7 0 q7 7 0 a7 0 q7 

2.3 RT-Motion USB boards 

dr ve in the shoulder and a gripper With the PERA having three differential drives, one rotational for 
eb of these motors has its own enco grasping objects, the total number of motors comes to eight. Ea der 

for relative position measurement. Furthermore each differen, al dnve 1s eqmpped w1th two Hall 
magnetic sensors (MS) for measuring the absolute postions in thl joint-space and two Optica! Sensors 
(OS) for force/torque measurement purposes. Prototype USB boards have been used to handle the 
interfacing between these actuators with encoders and sensors o the PERA and the PC. Four of these 

7 



CHAPTER 2. THE PHILIPS EXPERIMENTAL RüflOTI C ARM 

so called RT-Motion USB Boards (from now on refered to as USB boards) are mounted on a PERA. 
Figure 2-4 shows a schema tic overview of this. Each boards has its own set of actuators, encoders and 
sensors and is connected toa USB hub which on its turn is connected toa PC. All USB boards provide 
the following I/0: 

• 1 16 bit digital bi-directional I/0 (3.3 V - 5 V input tolerant). 

• 1 rn-bit 5 channel analog inputs (o - 3 V) . 

• 2 16-bit analog inputs (o - 3.3 V). 

• 2 16-bit analog outputs (o - 2.7 V), used to drive amplifiers. 

• 2 brushed DC motor amplifier outputs. Each 150 W max. 

• 2 differential encoder inputs . 

• 3 LEDs for notification of the firmware status. 

Detailed information about these boards and an overview of the electronic layout can be found in [15] 

r hand 

~ ' y, 

shoulder y, t" 
X ~ • ~ , ,,,. Zo 

/ 

q, y, 
y, --- ' 

a 

Figure 2.3: DH -parameters and coordinate frames for the right PERA. 

Table 2-4 shows what set of sensors and actuators is connected to each U SB board. It can be seen that 
for each differential drive the motors, encoders and sensors that belong to it, are connnected to the 
same board. This then leaves the shoulder yaw Ys and the gripper which are connected to the fourth 
USB board. Detailed information about the hardware layout, power supply and wiring of the PERA 
can be found in Appendix A. 

The motors driving the PERA are brushed DC motors. Each om them is connected to an ampli
fier output of the USB board. The onboard D/A converter (16 bit analog output) outputs a reference 
voltage v" that relates to a software reference value u according to Vr = foA ( u). The reference voltage 
Vr then drives the amplifier which wil! output an armature current i 0 to the DC motor according to 
ia = famp ( v,). Now, as a re sult of very fast amplifier integrated circuit response and the fact that the 
motor output torque Tm relates to ia with a torque constant '1'; [Nm/A] it can be derived that: 

(2 .5) 

The values of'l '.; for the DC motors in the PERA can be found in Appendix B. Furthermore the relation 
famp(JoA(u) differs per USB board per motor output. That is, the USB boards have been configured 
for the motors they are connected with. Graphs depicting the exact relations can be found in [15] . 
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AMIGO PC 

~-----------------PERA 

RT-Motion 
USB Board l 

t 
Shoulder 1,-s-e-ns_o_rs...,j 
motors 

& 
encoders 

RT-Motion 
USB Board2 

t 
Elbow 
motors 

& 
encoders 

1 Sensors j 

t 
Shoulder 

yaw 
+hand 

motors& 
encoders 

2.3. RT-MOTION USB BOARDS 

RT-Motion 
USB Board4 

t : 
....--W-n-. s-t......., 1 Sensors j 1 

motors 1 

& 
encoders 

Figure 2.4: Schematic overview of the RT-Motion USB boari:is layout within the PERA. 

Table 2.4: Actuator, encoder and sensor conne tion overview. 

Board nr Motor ENC MS os 
1 Shoulder Motor 1 + 2 ENCl + ENC2 MSl + MS2 0S1 + 0S2 

2 Elbow Motor 1 + 2 ENC4 + ENC5 MS4 + MS5 0S4 + 0S5 

3 Wrist Motor 1 + 2 ENC6 + ENC7 MS6 + MS7 0S6 + 0S7 

4 Shoulder Motor 3 ENC3 + ENC8 MS3 0S3 

+ Hand Motor 
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Chapter 3 

Software Tools 

The control of the AMIGO platform can be divided into three eparate levels. At the lowest level 
there is the low-level control. Tuis level provides controllers for tpe actuators present in the system. 
Above the low-level control layer there is the middle-level. The f ,iddle-level typically contains basic 
functionalities of the AMIGO platform such as navigation of th~ base including obstacle avoidance 
but also the arm path planning for both PERA's. It are these middle-level fi.mctionalities that are used 
by the high-level layer that is on top. Tuis high-level layer provides îbe robot with reasoning capabilities 
thereby enabling the robot to perform certain tasks. In the AMHJO robot the middle-level and high
level layers are implemented in the ROS framework. The low-leveJ control layer is implemented in the 
Orocos Toolchain. Tuis chapter will present an introduction to bo~ software environments, explaining 
their working principles and basics. The PERA controller presenfed in this report will only use ROS 
for data exchange. No sofware will be designed within the fram work and as a result it will only be 
briefl.y introduced. 

3.1 ROS 

ROS (Robot Operating System) (3, 14], is an open source robo software framework. lts develop
ment is an ongoing joint effort within the robotic community willi Willow Garage considered as the 
primary developer. The main goal is to enable software develope ,s to build more capable robot appli
cations quickly and easily. It provides standard operating system services such as implementation of 
commonly-used functionalities, message-passing between proce ses, and package management. It is 
based on a graph architecture where processing takes place in odes that are typically registered to 
the roscore. The roscore can be seen as a collection of nodes that are part of a ROS based application. 
Nodes that are registered to the roscore can communicate using sp called rostopics. That is, a network 
is formed with the roscore as a the central place where the network layout is defined. The rostopics can 
handle messages that typically contain sensor, control, state, plarning and actuator data. With each 
node performing its specific task and being able to get information from anywhere in the system, ROS 
is an ideal framework for developing high-level software such as e path planning for the PERA. 

11 



CHAPTER 3. SOFTWARE TüüLS 

3.2 The Orocos Toolchain 

With the ROS framework for the middle- and high-level software, the desired framework for the low
level control should fullfill the following requirements: 

• Applications can be ran soft real-time 1 required for the controller implementation. The low-level 
framework should therefore hold the possibility to run soft-realtime. 

• An interface with ROS should be available for receiving reference data and sending controller 
output. 

• It should contain drivers for the Beckhoff stack. The stack is build up out of different etherCAT 
terminals. Each terminal has to be provided with its own driver. 

ROS does not provide a real-time environment and can therefore not be used for the low-level control. 
The combination of the latter two requirements resulted in the choice for the Orocos (Open Robot 
Control Software) Toolchain [2] for all real-time applications on the AMIGO platform [9]. The Orocos 
Toolchain is developed by the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven and is part of the Orocos Project [6, 7, 8). 
It has been created to help the user create real-time robotics applications using modular and run-time 
configurable software components. Most importantly, it contains the Orocos Real-Time Toolkit (RTT) 
and the Orocos Components Library (OCL). RTT allows the user to run applications real-time and 
interact with them at run-time whereas the OCL provides the user with the necessary components to 
start an application. 

3.2.1 Genera! Orocos component structure 

Using standard C++ code Orocos components can be created which can be executed real-time within 
the RTT. A component can be seen as a seperate lifecycle state-machine that can enter the following 
six states: 

• PreOperational: indicates that additional configuration is required. Entered after construction. 

• Stopped: indicates that the component is ready to run . 

• Running: indicates that the component is running. 

• RunTimeError (RTE) : indicates that a run-time error occured and extra attention is required. 

• Exception: indicates that the component encountered an exception. 

• FatalError: indicates that the component encountered a fatal error and is unable to proceed. 

Figure 3.r shows all these states with their according transitions that will cause the component to 
switch to another state. The following transitions can be distinguished: 

• configure(): when this method is called from within the state PreOperational it invokes the user
defined function configureHook() . This will load all configuration data into the component. 
Only when configureHook() returns true the transition to the state Stopped will be made. When 
the method is called from within the state Stopped, it will reload the configuration data. 

• start(): this method invokes the user-defined function startHook(). The startHook() enables the 
user to define the final settings before execution. When returning true, the transition to the state 
Running will be made. In this state the user-defined function updateHook() will be called upon 
each trigger or periodically when a period is specified. 

1 An application is said to be hard real- time if m issin1; a t imed dead li ne resul ts in total system failure. Soft rea l
t ime indicates t hat t he usefulness o f a resu lt ,.Ie1;rades a fte r it.s dead line, the reby de1;radin1; the system 's qua li ty. 
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• stop(): this method will stop the execution of the updateH ok() and invokes the user-defined 
function stopHook(). When returning true the transition to t e state Stopped will be made. 

• cleanup(): this method invokes the user-defined function de nupHook(). When returning true 
the transition to the state Preüperational will be made. 

• error(): this method will stop the execution of the updateHoo' (). Instead, the user-defined func
tion errorHook() will be triggered and the state will make th1 transition to RTE. This allows the 
user to specify the behavior of a component that encounters f n error. If the error Hook resolves 
the error, the method recover() is called bringing the compoJ ent back to the state Running. 

• exception(): this method can be called when the compone t encounters an exception. When 
the component is running, the method stop() will be called, followed by the method cleanup(). 
When the component is already in the state Stopped, the m thod cleanup() will be called. After 
this the user-defined function exceptionHook() will be trig~ered enabling the user to specify 
the last actions to be performed after stop() and cleanup(). r,iis is the last opportunity for the 
component to recover from an error. If the exceptionHoo~ () succeeds, the method recover() 
will be triggered putting the component back into the state reüperational. Upon failure of the 
exceptionHook() the method fatal() will be triggered causing immediat component destruction. 

• fatal(): this method is called when the component encou tered a fatal error from which no 
recovery is possible. No hook will be called and immediate bstruction is the result. 

• recover(): as stated in the above, this method can be calle~ from within the states RTE and 
Exception. When called from within the state RTE the comp°Fent can resume normal operation. 
When called from within Exception the component will be set to the state Preüperational from 
which it can be configured and started again. 

destructor 
----.0 

constructor 
0- - --

fatal() 

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of genera! Orocos c , mponent st ructure. 
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3.2.2 Component ports 

Components can communicate with eachother using ports. Two types of ports can be distinguished; 
a normal port and an eventPort. Their difference will be explained by two examples. 

When a component has a specified period, a normal port is suitable for communication with other 
components. Take for example an input/output component that has to run at a given frequency for 
contra! purposes. For such a component it is important that the read and write actions of the ports are 
performed at that specific frequency. Otherwise the contra! theory will not hold anymore. However 
one can also think of components that have no specific frequency but just need to be triggered when 
new data is received on a port. This is where the eventPort comes in. Receiving data on an eventPort 
will trigger the update Hook of the according component and an event will take place. That is, the 
component has no specified frequency upon which it will be triggered. An example would be a gain 
component. It is of no use to do any computation while the value on the in-port has not changed. 
Important to know is that when there are multiple eventPorts for a single component, that each of 
them will trigger the updateHook upon receiving data . Take for example the addition component with 
two input ports. It is not trivia! to make bath an eventPort nor is it always the best solution to make 
them bath a normal port. It depends on the use-case what should be chosen. 

3.2.3 Deploying components 

Within the OCL, the DeploymentComponent [17] is available for loading and configuring other com
ponents using a deployer file . This deployer file, which is either a .xml or a .ops file, defines the 
component configuration properties, the network layout between these components and optionally 
the starting order. Figure 3.2 shows the DeploymentComponent layout. Folders (packages) can be 
imported to the component database and provide a set of ready-to-use components. Upon loading the 
deployment server will look within this database for the specified components, provide them with the 
properties and set the network layout defined by the connection of ports. After configuration of all 
components the complete real-time application as defined in the deployment file can be started. 

Component 
database 

(file tolden) 

D. 2. import 

Deployment 
server 

3} orlfigure 

Y□ 
4. execute 

For each component : 
- Propertyfile 
- Activity info 

· Peer connections 
· Port corrnections 

- Scripts to load 

1. load 

<XML> 
configuration 

Real-Time 
applicatioo 
(in server) 

Figure 3.2: Schernat ic ovcrview of t he Deploy rnentCornponent operations. 

In case of the PERA there is one deployment file for the left PERA and one deployment file for the right 
PERA (lpera.ops and rpera .ops respectively) . As bath PERA's will be using exactly the same controller 
layout the only difference between the two files will be the component properties . This could be for 
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instance differences in the controller parameters discussed in Cha ter 5. Once the implementation is 
complete for one PERA it is therefore relatively easy to get the oth r one up and running. 

3.2.4 The orocos components package 

With the DeploymentComponent allowing for importing packages eiis gave rise to the idea of creating 
a package with standard components in it. This would simplify F e implementation of future low
level controllers. For this reason, the package orocos_compone!s was created within the tue-ros
pkg repository. It can be imported to the component database r usage within the deployer files. 
It contains standard Orocos components such as an addition, m ltiplication, mux, saturation, etc, 
but one can also think of control related items such as an integr~tor, PO-filter etc. These standard 
components are divided into the following groups i.e. namespaces1: 

• Math (addition, multiplication, ... ) 

• Sources (sine, constant, ... ) 

• Signalrouting (mux, demux, ... ) 

• Filters (PD, PID, ... ) 

• Discrete (state space, ... ) 

• Discontinuous (saturation) 

• MSG (ReadTwistMsg) 

Fora more elaborate motivation and more information about the i itial content of the orocos_components 
package the reader is refered to [9] . 

3.2.5 Connection with ROS 

Using Orocos Toolchain it is possible to start create and start an ap lication in a realtime environment. 
However the connection with ROS is an important requirement fi , r the low-level controller. The stack 
orocos_toolchain_ros [5] offered the solution. The stack contairljS all the software required for sys
tems that use both ROS and Orocos. The key solution was within the package rtLros_integration 
inside the stack. This package alowed for easy communication be~ een Orocos components and ROS 
nodes, thus fullfilling the second requirement specified in Sectionl 3.2. As of ROS Electric the package 
rtLros_integration became a separate stack containing all the Or 1cos to ROS integration software. In 
essence, what it does is capturing ROS messages, convert their c , ntent and write the outcome on an 
Orocos port and visa versa. 

3.3 Global controller layout 

Using the Orocos Toolchain in combination with the rtLros_in egration stack the PERA controller 
for was designed. This will be explained in the remainder of thi report. A global representation of 
the total PERA low-level controller implementation is shown in igure 3.3. Both the PER.A_USB_IO 
blocks and the supervisor are single Orocos components with th;e same intemal layout as discussed 
in Section 3.2. These components will be treated in Chapter 4 and 6 respectively. The controller block 
however is a collection of components that all together define th~ PERA controller. Within this block 
the orocos_components package will be used extensively. Note at also these components have the 
intemal layout as discussed in Section 3.2. Chapter 5 will treat he layout and tuning of the PERA 
controller. 
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ROS 

PERA USB IO 

Fig ure 3. 3: G lobal layout or t he total PERA low-level controller implementat ion. 
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Chapter 4 

lnterfacing with the RT-Motion USB 
boards 

In Chapter 2 it is explained that communication between the P ' and the PERA is handled by the 
USB boards. Together with the PERA a software package deve opped by Philips Innovations was 
available. Tuis software package allows the user to perform poinf •to-point movements in the motor 
space. It contains a GUi (Graphical User Interface) which is co' nected toa controller. Within this 
GUi setpoints for each PERA motor can be given. A build-in sewnd order trajectory generator will 
then provide the con trol loop with a trajectory towards that endpo J nt. However this does not meet the 
needs. The major drawback of the software package is that the cod . is not modular and can not be used 
in combination with the Orocos Toolchain. For its realtime performance it relies on the Xenomai (4] 
realtime framework other than the Orocos RIT. It is possible to mie the Orocos Toolchain on a system 
with Xenomai. However, this would require yet another interfac~ between the PERA controller and 

1 
ROS and/or Orocos. Such an interface is not availabe and for tht"s reason it was decided to strip the 
Philips software package up to the point where only the 1/0 for c mmunicating with the USB boards 
was left. Tuis 1/0 is implemented into the component PERA._ SB_IO which is then used in the 
control structure explained in Chapter 5. Tuis chapter gives an ex I lanation about the implementation 
and available functionalities of the PERA_USB_IO component. 

4.1 Namespace IOLayerPrivate 

The resulting 1/0 software after stripping down the Philips so · re package can be divided into two 
levels represented by two namespaces. These two namespaces originate from the fact that a PERA 
contains four (almost) identical USB boards for communicating. j On the lowest level of the 1/0 soft
ware there is the namespace IOLayerPrivate. It comprises all e functionalities that apply to one 
USB board only, thereby clarifying its name. Alevel up in the oftware there is the second names
pace, IOLayer, which contains a collection of functions that app y all USB boards at the same time. 
Moreover it uses functions from IOLayerPrivate and applies the to all four USB boards at once. It 
will be shown that the component PERA._USB_IO will mainly u e the latter namespace. However, to 
gain understanding about the implemented functionalities of PE _USB_IO, explanation ofboth the 
namespaces is required, starting with IOLayerPrivate. 

The IOLayerPrivate namespace is the lowest level and provides the functionalities to communicate 
with a single USB board. Moreover it contains all the structs and unctions that form an implementa
tion of the RT-Motion USB User API commands (12]. Tuis can b functions for read and write actions 
as well as for configuration of an USB board. A graphical represe tation ofIOLayerPrivate is given in 
Figure 4.1. 
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4.1.1 The struct rt data msg 

For sending amplifier setpoints to, and receiving sensor data from the USB boards, the user API 
commands use a buffer of bytes that can be handled by the USB boards. Upon reading of a USB board, 
such a buffer is received on the pc. It is unpacked and the data is stored in the struct rt_data_msg. 
Before sending data the content of the struct is packed in a buffer which is then written to the to 
the USB board. This packing and unpacking is clone by the member functions rtm_usb_Dmsg_Pack 
and rtm_usb_Dmsg_Unpack respectively which are both defined in the namespace IOLayerPrivate. 
Table 4.1 shows the content of the struct rt_data_msg together with a short explanation. Note that the 
members D_Enc up to D_DigIO correspond to the 1/0 provided by the USB boards as specified in 
Section 2.3. 

Table 4 .1 : Struct r t _ data_ msg. 

Member Type 

-uns-iyned 1.:hur 
'Urn:tiyned dwr· 

-uns'iyned du11' 
'Uw;-iyned -int 

'Uns-iyned -int 

mis-iyned -i nt 
-int 
-uns-iyned shuit int 

misiyned shur-t int 

'Unsiyned slw1't int 

uns-iyned int 

M ember N arr1e 

D Dev ur 
D Index 

D_Type 
D _ TimeStamp _PC 

D _ TimeStamp _E~ 

D _ DiglO _ Ylask 
D _ Enc[E~C-~UYl] 
D_ADC(ADC_NUYl] 

D _ DADC(DADC _ ~UM] 

D _ DDAC[DDAC _ NUYl] 

D _DigIO 

4.1.2 The struct UsbCard 

Explanation 

Stores the USB device 11umuer . 
Stores the message index e11auling the user 
to check if the uoar<l receive<l / returne<l t he 
correct message numuer. 
Stores the message type. 
Stores the time stamp of the USB host 
(PC-si<le) . 
Stores the t ime stamp of the RT-Ylot io11 
USB uoar<l. 
Stores the <ligi tal 1/ 0 mask. 
Stores the e11co<ler count for cl1a1111els 0 a11<l 1. 
Stores the 10-uit A/ D converter resul t 
for cha 1111els 0-4. 
Stores the 16-uit A/ D co11verter resul t for 
cha1111els 0 an<l 1. 
Stores the 16-uit D / A co11verter output for 
cha1111els 0 a11<l 1. 
Stores the <ligital 1/ 0 values. 

Next to the struct rt_data_msg, the namespace IOLayerPrivate contains the struct UsbCard as can be 
seen in Figure 4 .1. This s truct will hold all the statie m embers and member functions fora single USB 
board. The set of statie members present in the struct represent the USB board configuration. Upon 
initialisation the U SB boards need to be configured. For example, each of them drives a different set of 
Maxon motors. The amplifiers have been tuned for these motors and as a result the settings differ per 
USB board. [15] provides more information about all configuration parameters necessary to configure 
the USB boards. An important note on these statie members is that they should not be changed under 
any circumstance as this can result in damage to a PERA. However, this does not hold for the config
uration parameters USB_BUS_NR_BOARD_x and USB_PATH_NAME_BOARD_x which should be 
changed according to the Linux USB bus number and path respectively after connecting the PERA. 
More information on why and how to do this can be found in Appendix E. 

Apart from the statie m embers the struct UsbCard also contains m ember functions. These typically 
perform I/O actions with a single USB board. Each of these member functions uses commands from 
the RT-Motion USB User API to perform the actual communication. Table 4-2 gives an overview of 
the m ember functions with a short explanation. lt can be seen that the m ember functions are capable 
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of configuring a USB board, enable or disable the on-board ampli · ers, read data from and write data 
toa USB board and finally check or clear a USB board status. 

Table 4.2: Member functions of the struct sbCard . 

Function name 

Open() 
SwitchBoardAmps(bool) 
StatusRead() 
StatusClear() 
Write() 
Wait WriteDone() 
Read() 
WaitReadDone() 

Explanation 1 

Loads the configuration param~ters to the USB board. 
En-/disables the USB board amplifier. 
Checks the status of the USB Hoard. 
Clears the status of the USB b , ard. 
Writes the packed data. 
Waits for the USB board to be ready with the write action. 
Reads the packed data. 
Waits for the USB board to be ready with the read action. 

Looking again at Figure 4.1 it can be seen that the struct UsbCar inherits the struct mDMsg of the 
type rLdata_msg for storing the data of a single USB board. Becaufe of this inheritance, each instance 
of the struct UsbCard can hold the information it received from thejcorresponding USB board. Finally, 
an array mUsbCards of the type UsbCard is then defined within ~e namespace IOLayerPrivate. As a 
result, each element of the array mUsbCards is a struct with type UsbCard that holds the complete set 
of properties and tools to communicate with a single USB board. The array as a whole represents all 
four USB boards present on the PERA. 

4.2 Class IOLayer 

With the array mUsbCards the user is capable of communicati g with the entire PERA. However 
calling each function four times to perform a certain I/0 action ith all four USB boards would be 
a rather extensive solution. Therefore, for the ease of use, the ass IOLayer is created which uses 
the array mUsbCards to perform I/0 actions with the entire sys em. That is, actions are no Jonger 
applied toa single USB board. Instead, each IOLayer member fu ction calls one or multiple member 
functions from all Jour the USB boards defined in the array mUsbCards. Table 4.3 shows an overview 
of the member functions of I O Layer. 

Function name 

lnitialize() 

S wi tchAIIAm ps (bool) 

IOCycle() 

StatusRead() 

StatusC!ear() 
mDMsgClear() 
Terminate() 

Table 4.3: Member functions of the class OLayer. 

Explanation 1 

Initializes the connection with the USB and calls the function Open 
for all USB boards. 
Calls the function SwitchBoardAmp for all board 
enabling/ disabling all USB board amplifiers. 
for all USB boards it first calls the fJ nction Write, then the function 
Wait WriteDone, followed by Read arid finally WaitReadDone. 
Calls the function StatusRead for ali i USB boards, checking them for 
errors. 
Clears the status of all the USB boards. 

1 

Clears the struct rt_ data_ msg for ap USB boards. 
Terminates the connection with the USB. 

Within the Orocos component PERA_USB_IO the class IOLayer 
I 

ill be used to perform I/0 actions. 
However to extract the data from, or write data to the struct mD~sg fora specific USB board, IOLay
erPrivate still has to be accessed explicitly. Tuis will be shown int e next section. 
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namespace IOLayerPrivate 

statie int rtm _ ush _ Drnsg_ Pack( .. . ) 
statie int rtm _ usb _ Dmsg_ U npack( ... ) 

struct rt_ data_ msg 

unsigned char D _ Dev _ nr 
unsigned char D _ Index 

unsigned int D _ DigJO 

struct UsbCard 

: member functions: 
int Open() 
int StatusRead{} 

int WaitReadDone() 
-----------------' 

1 statie configuration: 
: const int mUsbBusNr 

const char mUsbI'athName 

unsigned char mLkmDevNr 

,'rt_data_msg mDMsg : 
'-----------------

(._u_s_b_C_a_rd_m_U_s_b_C_a_rd_s_f 4_J ____ _.,) 

Figure 4.1: G ra phical represe ntat ion of the namespace IOLaye rPrivate. The struct UsbCard inherits th e s t.ruct 
mDMsg wit h t he type rt data msg. An a rray with length 4 (total number of USB boards) is creat ed containing 

- the l / 0 to all four USB boards and their configura tion s. 

All member functions in Table 4.3 give a return value. In case of success this value will be ·I. However, 
upon fa il ure another value is returned that indicates what wrong. Table 4-4 gives an overview of these 
error values and their according interpretation as provided by Philips Innovation Services. 

4.3 Orocos implementation 

It is shown that the class IOLayer provides all the required functionalities to communicate with the 
PERA. The functions in this class have been implemented within the Orocos component PERA_USB_IO. 
This component can be found in the identically named package. Usage of the component requires that 
the PERA usb driver is loaded on the PC. This driver will link to the RT-Motion User API commands 
used indirectly by the class IOLayer. Without it, the package PERA_USB_IO will compile but the com
ponent will fail upon initilizing the USB boards as they can not be found . More information about 
how the driver can be compiled and loaded into the kemel can be found in Appendix E. 
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Error number 

-80 
-81 
-82 

-83 
-84 

-85 
-86 
-87 

-88 

-89 

-90 

-1001 
-1002 
-1101 

Table 4.4: IOLayer member functions error re urn values. 

lnterpretation 

Firmware returned that a configuration failure occured. 
An error occured while packing the configuration message. 
The number of bytes sent to device driJ,Eer is other than what the 
device driver returns. 
The send-complete-callback did not givl . a return value. 
The number of bytes requested to devi e driver for reading is other 
than what device driver returns. 
The read-complete-callback did not giv . a return value. 
Configuration message reply returned v.hth wrong index. 
The RT Data channel data-send-ready equest to the device 
driver failed 
The device driver returned an error for the RT data channel 
data-send-ready request. 
The RT Data Channel data-read-ready request to the device 
driver failed . 
The device driver returned an error for the RT Data Channel 
rata-read-ready request. 
lnvalid state. 
USB board received an invalid parametr,r. 
Communication with the USB board f led. 

The Orocos component PERA_USB_IO should fulfill a set of req irements for usage within the con
trol structure. The component should: 

• perform the 1/0 cycle. This includes reading of the encode values, absolute sensors and force 
sensors and writing of the commanded con trol output. 

• have the capability to null the encoder values on request for oming purposes. 

• have the capability to set the amplifier output to zero on reqr st for safety purposes. 

Note that setting the output to zero implies the component is still mnning and waiting for the moment 
it is allowed to continue outputting again. For this reason it is stil capable of updating all its encoder 
and sensor values. To meet the above requirements the compo ent PERA_USB_IO needs a set of 
three input-ports: 

• enablePort: for receiving the enable/disable signa!. 

• nullPort: for receiving the request for nulling the encoder v lues. 

• cmdTorquePort: for receiving the requested DDAC output. 

The component has to run at a specified frequency for the contr 1 theory to hold. Therefore all the 
input-ports are normal ports and none of them is an eventPort. ljhree output-ports are necessary for 
outputting the encoder, absolute sensor and force sensor values. ese are given the following names: 

• relEncPort 

• absSenPort 

• forceSenPort 
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In Chapter 3 the global layout of an Orocos component was explained. The remainder of this chapter 
will show step by step what tasks the user-defined functions fulfill within the component PERA_USB_IO 
and how they will satisfy the above requirements. 

4.3.1 configureHook 

When PERA_USB_IO is configured the function IOLayer::Initialize() is called. As discussed in Sec
tion 4.1 this will initialize the connection with the USB boards and load the configuration parameters 
onto them. When it succeeds true is returned and the component can be started. If it fails on the other 
hand, IOLayer: :Initialize() returns an error-number from Table 4-4- Wherever possible the component 
will output a suggestion to the operator on how to resolve the error. 

4.3.2 startHook 

After succesful completion of the configureHook the startHook can be invoked. This will perform the 
last required steps before triggering the update Hook at the specified period. For the sake of safety, a 
wait construction is implemented in the beginning of the startHook. This construction makes sure 
the component will always wait for a enable signa! to be available on the enablePort. The signa! 
tells the component whether the amplifiers should be enabled or not. The enablePort will be con
nected to the supervisor treated in Chapter 6. When a true is received on the enablePort the function 
OILayer::SwitchAllAmps is called which will turn on all the amplifiers in the PERA. Upon success 
the startHook returns true and the update Hook will be triggered. When one or more of the amplifiers 
fail to enable, the startHook will return false preventing the component PERA_USB_IO from starting. 
Upon receivingfalse on the enablePort the amplifiers will stay disabled but the startHook still returns 
true. The component will therefore still make the transition to the state Running and the update Hook 
will be triggered. The controllers will be running but no output is allowed. This is a useful feature 
when trying to resolve hardware or electronics related problems. 

4.3.3 updateHook 

When the startHook succeeds the updateHook will be triggered. For PERA_USB_IO this is the place 
where the 1/0 takes place. The updateHook runs at a frequency of 250 Hz which is the maximum 
for the PERA driver. The driver has been optimized with respect to the minimum period for as far 
as possible, resulting in this maximum achievable frequency. Increasing the component frequency is 
therefore useless as it will result in loss of data or in the worst case in driver failure. 

Each time the updateHook is triggered it will first check the status of the terminatePort. In case 
true is received the component will immediatly make the transition towards the state Stopped, thus 
not updating anymore. When false is received nothing happens and the hook will proceed. The next 
check to be performed is whether it is allowed to write the con trol output on the DDAC. This is clone 
by checking the value of the enablePort. True means outputting is allowed,Jalse means only zero is al
lowed therefore cutting down the amplifier values regardless of the controller output. The final check 
performed by PERA_USB_IO is whether nulling of the encoder values is requested. This is clone by 
checking the nullPort where true means that nulling is requested. All three ports will be connected 
with the safety and homing component that will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

After performing the three checks the control output will be read on the port cmdTorquePort. Since 
there are eight motors to be controlled the port will receive a vector with length eight. With the 
following command each element of the requested torque is stored in the struct mDMsg of the corre
sponding USB board: 
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IOLayerPrivate::mUsbCards[crdNr] .mDMsg.D_DDAC[mtrNr] î 
( __ u16)((long)cmdTorque[trqNr] & OxFFFF) 

where crdNr is the number of the USB board (0-3), chNr is the ~ annel number (o or I depending 
on which motor) and mtrNr the motor number to be selected (o 7). Each USB board in the array 
mUsbCards gets its DDAC values assigned in this way. However when the enablePort has received 
that it should cut down all amplifier outputs all DDAC values will e set to zero causing the motors to 
stop. J 

Now that the DDAC values have been stored in mVsbCards, the 1/ cycle can take place. At this point 
the updateHook calls the function IOLayer::IOCycle() which writes the new DDAC values to the VSB 
boards and reads the new encoder and sensor data. This data is en extracted from mUsbCard and 
stored in the corresponding vector that will be written on one of : e output-ports. For the encoders 
the command is: 

relEnc[mtrNr]=IOLayerPrivate::mUsbCards[crdNr].mDMsg D_Enc[encNr] 

with encNr the number of the encoder as each VSB boards is con ected to two encoders. Once this 
is done for all four VSB boards the vector relEnc will contain the e coder counts for all the motors in 
the following order: [SM l , SM2, ELl , EL2, W Ml, W M 2, SM3, I" M ]. 

The absolute sensors are connected to the 10 bit ADC's. They n be extracted from mVsbCards 
as follows: 

absSen[absNr]=IOLayerPrivate: :mUsbCards[crdNr].mDMsg D_ADC[adcNr] 

with absNr the number of the joint the hall sensor measures. e element o up to 6 of the vector 
absSen correspond to the joint angles q1 up to q7 in Table 2 .2 and 2 . The force sensors are connected 
to the 16 bit DADC's. These can be extracted from mVsbCards as ollows: 

forceSen[senNr]=IOLayerPrivate::mUsbCards[crdNr] .mDM g.D_DADC[dadcNr] 

with senNr the number of the optical sensor measuring a displacrement. Recall that each differen
tial drive has two of these optical sensors. The combination of bot enables the user to compute the 
torques applied in the joints. More information about this can be fi, und in [13]. 

Once the encoder and sensor values have been extracted they are written to the corresponding ports. 
The controller discussed in the next chapter will use these values. 

4.3.4 stopHook 

When the component is ordered to stop (extemally or using the te inatePort) the stopHook will be 
executed. The vector cmdTorque is set to zero. The amplifiers will be disabled after which the VSB 
connection is terminated and the struct mDMsg will be cleared fo1 all boards. After reconfiguration 
the component can be started again. 

4.3.5 errorHook 

When the component is in the updateHook it might happen tha the function IOCycle returns an 
error value indicating 1/0 failure. The component will then make tlp.e transition towards the state RTE 
thus ending up in the errorHook. lt is then attempted to clear thJ status of the VSB boards. lf this 
succeeds, the transition will be made back to the state Running. lf t fails , the component will request 
a restart from the operator. 
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Chapter 5 

PERA Control 

The previous chapter showed the functionalities of the 1/0 compo ent PERA_USB_IO. The next step 
will be to use this 1/0 and design a control architecture around i Within this chapter the different 
parts of the total control architecture will be treated. First the prdblem of connecting with the ROS 
environment is dealt with in Section 5-1. Having established this connection, the decoupling of the 
system will be treated in Section 5.2. System identification will then be applied to the decoupled 
system in Section 5.3. Using the resulting measured plants stabilizmg controllers will be developed in 
Section 5.4. Section 5.5 will then extend the controller with gravity/compensation. Finally, the gripper 
controlloop will be added in Section 5.6, finalizing the PERA controller. 

5 .1 The reference trajectory 

The first step towards a complete control structure is the connectio with the higher level software. In 
this case that is the connection between the outgoing path planniI results from ROS and the incom
ing reference in Orocos. Tuis section provides information about e rearrangement and smoothening 
of the reference joint coordinates. 

5.1.1 Connecting Orocos to ROS path planni g 

In Section 3.2.5 the interface between ROS and Orocos is introd eed. Two components using that 
remap data from ROS-messages to Orocos ports and visa versa have been created. The first one, 
ReadArmJointMsg, reads the reference values q~~ from the rostopi /ann_side_controller/joinLcoordinates 
and writes them to an Orocos port. The second component, W l eArmJointMsg, does the exact op
posite. lt reads the measured joint positions Qmeas from an Oroc sport and publishes them on the 
rostopic /arm_position_side. 

Both nodes add an offset to the received reference joint coordi ates. Figure 2.3 shows the graph
ical representation of the DH-parameters used for the inverse klïnematics. lt can be seen that for 
q1 , q2 , ... , q7 = 0 the right arm is in a stretched forward position ➔th the wrist in a 90° upwards posi
tion. Recalling Table 2 .1 shows that this is an infeasible position Îor a PERA. Therefor, for the PERA 
controller a feasible and more natura! zero (homing) pose has be n chosen in which the arm is posi
tioned fully downwards. Tuis corresponds with the following set }fDH joint angles (for both left and 
right): 

[ 
7r 7r ]T 0 = 0.0, -2, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, - 2, 0. 

A graphical representation of the difference between the two zer poses can be found in Figure 5.1. 
Due to this difference ReadArmJoints not only remaps the incom·!ng data on the rostopic 
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CHAPTER 5. PERA Co NTR.OL 

/arm_$side$_controller/joint_coordinates but also adds an offset of 1 to the joints q2 and q6 . It is true 
that this offset could also have been added within the component PERA_USB_IO. However it was 
decided to keep the 1/0 clear from off sets as it will only increase the difficulty of the homingprocedure 
which will be implemented in Chapter 6. The component WriteArmJointMsg on its turn counteracts 
differences again. I t then rearranges the Orocos data and publishes the measured joint angles q;;~!as on 
the rostopic /arm_position_$side$. In ROS this data is collected in the State Publisher node. This node 
collects all the actuators measured data. With this information it updates the pose of the kinematic 
tree which on its turn is used by the path planning node. 

right left 

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation o ff the difference in ze ro pose resulting from the DH-convention (left ) and 
t he ze ro pose of used by the contro ller {right). 

5.1.2 lnterpolation 

The algorithm for solving the path planning problem imposes a large computational load to the sys
tem. In genera]. for this reason such algorithms run at a lower frequency than the control loop. In 
case of the AMIGO platform this means that the path planning algorithm runs at frequency of 20 
Hz. As said before the controller is running at a frequency of 250 Hz defined by the maximum driver 
frequency. The controller however needs a smooth reference signa!. For this reason the low rate de
sired joint trajectories q~· received by the component ReadArmJointAngles can not be inserted to the 
controlloop. A second order reference interpolator has been implemented to convert q~· into a high 
rate signa! q~ ... The interpolator runs at the controller frequency of 250 Hz and interpolates between 
the points of q~·, resulting in the smooth trajectory qt. The working principle is explained with the 
following pseudo-code: 

if (v f= 0 or 6.'C > é) 

using 6x determine whether to: 
- accelerate 
- decelerate 
- constant velocity 

update position, velocity and acceleration 

else 

set acceleration and velocity to zero 

end 

First it performs a check whether the reference is still moving or not. E is the minimum distance 
with respect to the reference point the interpolator will respond to. Based on its current position with 
respect to the desired reference point, 6:t, it is then decided whether to accelerate, decelerate, maintain 
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5. . DECOUPLING OF THE SYSTEM 

a constant velocity or stand still. The current position, velocity and acceleration are updated according 
to this choice. Tuis is done while obeying the given maximum velocities and accelerations. Notice 
that for this reason it will also function as a safety mechanism wiihin the controller. Even when the 
path planning algorithm prescribes a trajectory with a speed and! acceleration above the maximum 
specified, the reference interpolator will make sure that this is not peing inserted to the controlloop. 

Now connecting the path planning node within ROS, ReadArmJoiptMsg, WriteArmJointMsg and the 
reference interpolator with a to be defined control structure results ln the layout depicted in Figure 5.2. 

- ROS - -, I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Or~c~;- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 
1 1 

Path I qros I ifJ Reference qt;r f- ------: 
PI 

. 1 PP 1 ~ ReadArm ... Inter- ,__ ___ .. : Control ' 
~:~:ng '1 11 ..- JointMsg - polator .. : : 

: ' 1 1 ---------• 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

State ~ 1 , 

Publisher , 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

Qmeas ... WriteArm 
..- JointMsg 

------ ----------------------------------
Figure 5.2: The connection between ROS and Orocos 

5.2 Decoupling of the system 

From the path planning node in ROS the reference trajectories ,vïll be provided in the joint space. 
Tuis gives rise to the question whether to perform the control in ~ e motor space or in the joint space. 
In other words, will the decoupling take place in-, or outside the control loop? For the PERA controller 
it is decided to perform the control in the joint space. Tuis give~ a more clear and straightforward 
interpretation to the control error as it will be expressed in the j91nt space as well. Tuis choice also 
allows for the application of independent joint con trol. Each joint ,:ïll be considered as a SISO system. 
As a result the controller will have a diagonal structure. Coupling _fects between joints due to varying 
configurations during motion are therefore treated as disturban~~l inputs to the system. From the 
previous chapter it is known that the 1/0 component PERA....US 

1

_10, the plant in this case, has in
and outputs in the motor space. With the control being performecl in the jointspace this means that 
decoupling is required. Take G10 to be the plant with the outputs i , motor space. The decoupled plant 
Go can then be determined according to: 

(5.1) 

with TJM the input transformation matrix from joint to motor sp ce and TMJ the output transforma
tion matrix from motor to joint space. Tuis is also shown in Figur . 5. 3-

Go ,----------

+ 

Figure 5.3: The decoupled MIMO sysl em. 

Recall the content of the outputvector rel Ene explained in Section . 3- The following should then hold 
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for the output transformation matrix without encoder resolution and the gear ratios, l M.J , 1: 

(
0qt ) (0SA /1 ) 0q2 BsA12 

. = 'h1.1 ,1 . 

. . . . 

0qs BH Al 

(5.2) 

According to Equations 2.3 and 2.4 the output transformation matrix from motor to joint space TM.J , l 

can be determined to be: 

1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ? -/i I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1 ! 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 

'J 1'1 J , l = ? ï (5.3) 
0.0 0.0 -1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 l 1 0.0 0.0 ? 2, 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 T 0.0 0.0 2 - 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

Looking at '1 1vtJ , 1 it can be seen that the decoupled system contains three 2 x 2 systems ( i.e. the dif
ferential drives) and two SISO systems (i.e. the gripper and shoulder joint 3) . From Section 4 .3 it is 
known that the component PERA_USB_IO outputs encoder counts. These are converted into radians 
according to the following equation: 

out _ 27f N 
qi - C P'1 ' C X 

en e tot 
(5.4) 

with qfut the resulting motor angle in radians, Nx the number of encoder pulses, C P1~nc the encoder 
counts per turn and Cto t the total gearing from the motor to the joint. The latter two can be found 
in Table 8 .2. Ctot includes the motor gearing as well as the mechanica! gearing in the joints. If 
applied to '1 Jvl.J , 1 the total output transformation matrix from motor to joint space including the gearing 
conversions becomes: 

5.6:3 -5.63 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5.63 5.63 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.53 0.0 

'1'11, 1J = 1 X 10-6 0.0 0.0 3.835 :3.835 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 - 3.835 3.835 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.16 21.16 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.16 - 21.16 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 523.6 

On the input side of the plant, at the port cmdTorquePort of PERA_USB_IO, torques have to be 
provided. Since the controller will be in the joint space control effort has to be converted into motor 
space before forwarding it to the amplifiers on the USB boards. Therefore the input transformation 
matrix '1'.JM has to be determined. For Ï:JM it holds that: 

(
:?1) (: ~"/1) lq2 , ,_ 1 'l sA12 

. = 'jJM . . . . . 

'1~s THAI 

(5.5) 
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Based on Equation 2.1 and 2.2 TJM can then be determined to be: 

1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 e-o 0.0 
21 î 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 e-o 0.0 -2 2 

0.0 0.0 0.0 1 1 0.0 

f: 
0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 î -12 
0.0 0.0 

TJM = 2 2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 21 

0.0 2 2 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 e-o 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

Both TMJ and TJM have been implemented in the PERA controlle using the MatrixTransform com-
ponent from the orocos_components package. 

5.3 Identification of the decoupled sys em 

Stabilizing controllers will be designed for the decoupled system I resented in the previous section. 
Tuis requires system identification of the decoupled system. Tuis section first explains the theory as 
it is applied. Tuis is followed by a description of the performed exwriments. After this the results are 
presented and discussed. 

5.3.1 Theory 

Figure 5.4 shows a MIMO system. For the control loop from Figure 5.4 it can be shown that the 
sensitivity S(jw) equals the transferfunction from w to v: 

v u+w 
-C(jw)Gv(jw)v + w 

v (I + C(jw)Gv(jw))- 1w = S jw)w (5.6) 

The bars on top explicitly stress it is a MIMO system and thus all t gnals are vectors. Similarly it can 
be shown that the proces: sensiti~ty _equals the transferfunction frr

1 
m w to - e: 

e = r-y 

-Cv (jw)(C(jw)e + w) 

-e (I + Gv(jw)C(jw))- 1Gv(jw)w - PS(jw)w (5.7) 

Having both S(jw) and P S(jw) and knowing from the Searle Set , f Identities that: 

(I + AB)-1 A = A(I + BA)- 1 

the plant can then be derived: 

(5.8) 

PS(jw)S(jw)- 1 = (I + Gv(jw)C(jw))- 1Gv(jw)(I C(jw)Gv(jw)) = Cv (5.9) 

Tuis shows that when the set of signals u, w and e is measured th system transfer function Go (jw) 
can be determined. The control loop is running at 250 Hz. As a ~esult the Nyquist frequency fn for 
this system is fs/2 = 125 Hz. It is no use having a signal with frequencies above fn injected into the 
system as it can not be reconstructed above that frequency. For thi~ reason the noise fii is first filtered 
using a second order low-pass filter before it is injected to the con ol loop. Tuis means that: 

(5.10) 
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Tl 

r !} 

+ 

Figure 5.4: MIMO control 

with H1pr the second order low-pass filters and n the generated noise signals containing all frequen
cies. The pole for the second order low-pass filters has been placed at J n and the dam ping was set to 
0 .7. As a result the roll-off will start before f 11 but the results of the experiments will show that this is 
still far outside of the region of interest. 

Figure 5.5 show the interaction between the inputs and outputs in a 2 x 2 system. It can be seen that 
depending on the magnitude of Go 12 and Go21 the inputs will influence both outputs. A diagonal 
controller would then not be the best choice. Note again that G0 is the decoupled plant. Based on this 
decoupling a low magnitude for the terms Go 12 and G021 is expected. 

+ 

+ 

Figure 5.5: A :! x:! cont ro l loop showin~ t he interact ion between the inputs a nd outputs. 
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5.3. IDENTIFICAT ON OF THE DECOUPLED SYSTEM 

5.3.2 Experiments and results 

For each 2 x 2 differential drive system two experiments have been erformed. For the first experiment 
the noise was injected at u1 while measuring ü, w and ë. For th second experiment the noise was 
injected at u2 while measuring ü, w and ë. Using the method described above the decoupled plant 
Go is then determined. All experiments have been done while ap~lying a jogging mode to minimize 
the effects of play in the PERA. In this case the jogging mode foraµ joints to be measured was a slow 
sine. The controllers used were experimentally tuned weak controllers. To minimize the effect of the 
gravity, the PERA was put in such a pose that the jogging mode wa~ performed in the plane where the 
gravity has minimal influence on the joint. The gravity compensa1on was not applied because it was 
not ready by the time of the experiments. Note that for the shouldrr joint q1 no jogging mode can be 
performed in a plane without gravity. For this reason the amplitu~e of the sine jogging mode was set 
to a lower value but the gravity might still influence the measure ent. 

Joint q1 and q2 transfer function 

êëi -120 
:g_ 
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-g 
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!i 
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Joint q.1 transfer function 
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-360 ~---~--~----------~ 
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Figure 5.6: 
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w 1 ~ 
(a) Bode diagram of the measured plants Q1 and q2 (Should r), (b) bode diagram of the measured 

plant q3 (Shoulder) 

Joint q4 and q5 transfer function 

(a) 
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:g_ 
~ 
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Joint q6 and q7 transfer function 

10' 
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Figure 5.7: (a) Bode diagram of the measured plants q4 and q5 (Elbo ), (b) bode diagram of the measured 
plants Q6 and q1 (Wrist) 

For both q3 and the gripper control loop q8 the same experiment has been performed only in SISO 
form. It turned out that the gripper motor was very weak. The con , oller output continuously reached 
saturated values, therefore not allowing for proper identification. or this reason the gripper plant is 
not shown below and the controller has been tuned experimental y without knowledge of this plant. 
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The results for the identification can be seen in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. The measured sensitivities, pro
cess sensitivities and their corresponding coherences can be found in Appendix C. The coherence 
shows to be very low for the off-diagonal terms of the 2 x 2 systems. This does not necessarily indicate 
that there is little interaction between the diagonal inputs and outputs. The interaction could be there 
but if it is non-linear it would not be measured. As said before however, based on the decoupling it 
is expected that the interaction between the diagonal inputs and outputs is small. Together with the 
low coherence for the off-diagonal terms for the sensitiviy and the process sensitivity it is therefore 
concluded the decoupled system is (close to) diagonal. This approves the choice for the application of 
independent joint control. 

From the coherence it is derived that the measured data can be used on the approximated interval 
from 2 Hz to 40 Hz. Within this interval all plants show a mass-line with slope -2. Furthermore, 
for lower frequencies the joints tend to go towards a slope -1 indicating damping and friction effects. 
Joint q 1 shows a small anti-resonance followed by a small resonance at 5.5 and 6.5 Hz respectively. 
Measurements performed on the system earlier on <lid not show this phenomena. It is assumed that 
this effect is caused by the faltering of the shoulder differential near its zero pose which was detected 
later on. 

Furthermore, the phase of the measured plants show roll-off for increasing frequencies. This indi
cates there is a delay in the system. U sing a pure time delay this delay has been approximated to be 
0.0045 seconds. Already 0.004 seconds of this delay can be adressed to the IOCycle function in the 
component PERA_USB_IO. It performs both the read action and the write action at the same time 
instance. This will cause the computed control signa! to lag at least one sample which equals 0.004 
seconds in case of the PERA. This effect is also visualized with the timeline in Figure 5.8 where T is 
the controller period. The remaining 0.0005 seconds have an unknown source. 

T 
t+ T 

~ ~ 

~ 

i<lle 
I/ 0 Cornµuta.t ion ~------ ----------------- ► 

' ~r 
tllne 

Figure 5.8: The implementation of the func tion IOCycle res ults in a controlloop delay o f at leas t T seconds. 

5.4 Feedback controller design 

Using the measured plant transfer functions shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.7 stabilizing controllers have 
been designed. All joints are controlled using a gain, lead-filter to create phase lead and a second order 
low-pass-filter to reduce the noise at higher frequencies. For safety reasons no integral action was used 
within the controllers. 

Some of the lead-filters are wide. This has been clone to give the system damping in that frequency 
range. It is true that PD controllers might be a better solution for these joints. However, it is un
likely that the improvement in terms of performance is worth the added complexity of the deployer 
file. For this reason it was decided not to implement them with PD controllers. Furthermor all the 
low-pass-filters have their pole at 125 Hz with a damping of 0.7. The roll off will therefore start at a 
frequency before 125 Hz but this is still outside the region of interest. It was decided not to counteract 
the anti-resonance and resonance in the joint q1• Future measurements of the shoulder joint after fix
ing the faltering should turn out whether this choice is correct or not. The specific tuning data for the 
controller can be found in Table 5.1. Figures 5.9 and 5.w show the tuned open loop transfer-functions. 
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lt is assumed that if the controllers have decent stability margins t ey can account for the nonlineari
ties in the system as well as for imperfections in the gravity comp nsation that will be implemented. 
All the Nyquist plots of the open loops in Figure 5-II leave the pornt ·I to the lèft indicating stability 
for the tuned control parameters. The resonance can clearly be s en in the Nyquist plot. It does not 
threaten the stability for that joint. Furthermore it can be seen th t all the open loops stay outside of 
the circle indicating a sufficiently small modulus margin (<6.o d ). Figure 5.12 shows the resulting 
errors when tracking a trajectory. 

Open loop q
1 

and q2 Open loop q3 

-40 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.9: (a) Bode diagrams of the open loops for q1 and q2 (Shoulder , (b) bode diagram of the open loop for 
q3 (Shoulder) 
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Figure 5.10: (a) Bode diagram of the open loops for q4 and q5 (Elbow), (b) bode diagram of the open loops for 
q6 and q7 (Wrist) 

The control effort that is computed by the tuned controller is dec , upled to the motor space and then 
forwarded to the component PERA...USB_IO. However for the • ontroller it holds that in theory it 
can output unbounded control efforts. USB boards can only cope with values whose absolute value 
is bounded by a maximum of 215 (16 bit total range) . For this f ason a saturation has been added 
in the controlloop after the decouplingmatrix TJM making sure , e values stay within these bounds. 
During normal operation the controllers do not reach these bou ds. The saturation is therefore not 
introducing a nonlinearity. 
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Table 5.1: Contro ller tuning va lues 

OLi Gaiu (x 106 ) LL2 [Hzj 

1 2.5 3.0 
2 2.9 3.0 
3 1.7 3.0 
4 2.0 3.0 
5 1.2 4.5 
6 1.1 4.5 
7 0.9 4.0 
8 0.2 4.5 

Nyquisl Diagram 

0 

LLµ [Hz] fco 

80.0 4.9 
80.0 7.7 
50.0 7.6 
40.0 9.8 
100.0 5.9 
45.0 12.5 
40.0 12.1 
45.0 11.a. 

- - Olq 1 

-- 0Lq2 
__ QL q, 

OL q• 
--0Lq5 

0Lq6 
--0Lq7 

Figu re 5. 11: Nyquist diap;rams of the open loops 

5 .5 Gravity Compensation 

The controllers tuned in the previous section showed to have no integral action was used for safety 
purposes. As a result larger statie errors will occur in all joints. Fora robotic manipulator such as the 
PERA, the gravitational force contributes to this statie error. The magnitude of the gravitational influ
ence depends on the PERA configuration. To this end, gravity compensation has been implemented 
in the control loop of the PERA to (partially) cancel this nonlinear effect. The implemenation will 
slightly differ from the theory which is explained first. 

5.5.1 Theory 

Take the equations of motion as described by Equation 5.n: 

D(q)q + C(q, q)q + g(q) = T (5.11) 

with D(q) the inertia matrix, C (q , q) the matrix containing the centrifugal and Coriolis forces , g(q) the 
gravity vector and T the joint torques. From Equation 5.rr it can be seen that if it can be solved for the 
statie situation in which C/i = ii;. = 0 only the gravitational term remains. From Newtonian mechanics 
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Figure 5.12: Trajectories and measured errors for q1 to q7 of t e feedback controlled system 

it is known that: 

f ma 

T Iw+w X (Iw) 

(5.12) 

(5 .13) 

with J the constant intertia matrix of a body, w the angular veloci , of the body expressed in the body 
attached frame. If now an n-link robotic arm is considered then [1 ] states that the following holds for 
each link i of that robot: 

R !+ifi+I + m iac ,i - m igi 

R!+i Ti+I - f; x ri, ci + (R!+1fi+1) x ri+l ei+ a ; + Wi x (Iwi) 

with 

R!+i the rotation matrix from frame i + 1 to frame i 
fi+1 the force exerted by link i to link i + 1 

mi the mass of link i 
ac ,i the acceleration of the center of mass of link i 

g; the gravitational acceleration vector 
ri,ci the vector pointing from the origin of frame i to he center of mass of link i 

wi the angular velocity of frame i w.r.t. frame O (base frame) 
a; the angular acceleration of frame i w.r.t. frame 0 
l; the inertia matrix of link i about its center of m s 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

Since the statie configuration is considered the middle term of quation 5,14 and last two terms of 
Equation5.15 drop out reducing them to: 

R!+ili+1 - m ig; 

R!+1 Ti+I - fi X r i ,ci + (R!+1fi 1) X r i+l ,ci 

(5 .16) 

(5 .17) 
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This can then be solved for T; in backward order starting from link n back to link i using that fn+ 1 

Tn+i = 0. The link masses and the gravitational acceleration vector are both known. 

5.5.2 Implementation and results 

The gravity compensation has been implemented in the component PERA_GravityCompensation. 
The implementation slightly differs from the theory discussed above. The component is derived from 
a script from the MATLABTM Robotics Toolbox [ro]. It is based on the Recursive Newton Euler (RNE) 
method [18] which can be used to solve the equations of motion. The RNE method consists out of two 
steps. In the first step, the forward recursion, all the velocities and accelerations required in Equations 
5.14 and 5.15 are solved based on the known set of 4meas and iimeas · This is done in a forward order, 
starting from link l to link n each time substituting the solution of the previous recursion. The second 
step, the backward recursion, solves Equations 5.14 and 5.15 in backward order, starting from link n 
back to link ·i as described in the previous section. In theory the forward recursion is not required 
when applying the RNE in a statie situation. However, within the script it is chosen to include the 
gravitational acceleration in the forward recursion. Note that Equation 5.14 can also be written as 

Thus, if only link I is given an acceleration equal to -g; in the forward recursion, this yields the same 
result as applying - g; for each link in the backwards recursion. 

After implementing the RNE method in the component PERA_GravityCompensation the question 
arose whether to implement the gravity compensation as a feedforward term or as an additional inner 
feedback loop. The lather is shown in Figure 5.13. The inner feedback loop for the gravity compensa
tion results in a change of dynamics 'seen' by the controller. Stability for this situation can be proven 
but requires the implementation of a different control law [16]. On top of that it also requires that the 
gravity compensation is (close to) perfect which is hard to realize in practice. Methods are available 
to account for the imperfections but that is beyond the scope of this report. lt was therefore decided 
to implement the gravity compensation as a feedforward term as shown in Figure 5.14. This will not 
influence the stability of the con trol loops. 

1 qm eas 

+ 

Figure 5.13: G ravity compensat ion inne r feedback loop implementat ion , t hereby cha nging the plant dy na mics 
seen by the contro lle r. 

q meas 

Figure 5.14: G ravity compensation feedforward implementat ion, thereby not influencing the syste m stabi lity. 
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The reference positions qt from the reference interpolator are ar1 fed to the component from which 
it computes the torques, Tgc required for each joint to compensate ~?r the gravity. The OH-parameters 
derived for the PERA are used to provide the RNE procedure with ~nformation about the PERA kine
matics. Table 5.2 shows the additional information used for the computation. In here mi is the link 
mass and ci,x, Ci ,y, Ci,z are the x, y, z coordinates of the link een er of gravity, expressed in the link 
frame. These are estimated because no such information was a~ailable. Using the computed out
put Tgc , the total gearing Gtot and the torque constant Ti, the re , uired amplifier current i 0 can be 
computed according to: 

. ~ ( ia= -- 5.18) 
T;Gtot 

Tuis multiplication is performed by the component GC Gains w~ich is a multiplication component 
available within the orocos_components package. Now recall the_lrelation between the software ref
erence value u and the DC motor torque output Tm that was treated in Section 2.3. lt can be seen 
that the additional software reference value u9 c to let the motors g1 nerate the required torque can be 
computed according to: 

(5.19) 

The graphs in [15] depicting the exact relation famp(/DA ( u)) are ap roximated with polynomials. The 
results can be found in Appendix D. To implement these polynoljl1ials the Orocos component Poly
nomials has been created. It uses the coefficients of the inverse of the polynomials to determine the 
additional value Ugc· To prevent jumps in Ugc the polynomials ha Ie been forced to go through zero. 
Even though it might cause a slight error with respect to the gr~phs it is clone this way to at least 
provide the PERA system with a smooth control signal. The addition is performed directly after the 
controller in the joint space and results in the total control output Jtot · 

Figure 5-15 shows a trajectory and the resulting joint errors for i e tuned feedback controlled sys
tem with gravity compensation. A decrease of the error of over 33f percent can be seen for joint q1 

up to q4 • Due to modelling uncertainties it was decided not to applr the gravity compensation to joint 
q5 , q6 and q7 . These only 'feel' the gravity of the PERA gripper wh'ch is relatively small and therefore 
sensitive to modeling uncertainties. No decrease of the error coultl be seen. Instead, integral action 
has been applied to the joints q6 and q7 with a zero at I Hz. It is thi integral action that results in the 
tracking error as shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.15. Since these 'oints have very limited power this 
integral action is not considered as a problem for the safety. The pen loops shown in Figure 5.10(b) 
already include these integrators, thus stability is already conclude

1 

• Furthermore it can also be seen 
that the gravity compensation is not entirely perfect. For example1 comparing joint q1 in Figure 5.12 
with the same joint in Figure 5-15 shows a decrease of the error on pie negative side but an increase at 
the positive side. The same behavior can be seen for joint q4 • Tuis er.or can be adressed to the estimate 
values for the link centers of gravity in combination with imperfecµons in relation 5.19. However, the 
absolute value of the error decreases so an increase of the perforrbance is still achieved by applying 
this gravity compensation. 1 

Table 5.2: Link masses and positions of center of gravity. 

link j 

2 

4 

6 

2.9 

0.8 

0.2 

0.16 

0.0 

-0.15 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
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Figure 5 .1 5: Tra,iectories and measured errors for q1 to q7 of the designed feedback controllers with gravity 
compentsation. 

5 .6 G ripper control 

This section treats the theory and implementation of the gripper con trol loop. lt differs from the other 
control loops as it includes force measurements rather than reference generation by the path planning 
in ROS. The component PERA_USB_IO outputs a r6 bit values that relate to voltages from the optica! 
sensors. These voltage values represent an offset b.:r, that combined with a calibrated stiffness K ca l 

results in the force measured by the gripper Fg. The optica! sensors show an offset in both the output 
voltage as well as in the computed displacement. This is compensated for using Voffset and X offset. · 

( 
K sen ) Fg = -V. - Xoffset K ca l 
meas 

(5.20) 

This has been implemented in the component SensorTorgues which now outputs the measured 
forces . The name of this component is somewhat unlucky in this case. For all the joints the out
put relates toa force that can be converted into a joint torgue. Only in case of the gripper it relates toa 
force . In [r3] information about the calibration procedure as well as more information about possible 
usage of these 'force'-sensors can be found. For now it is sufficient to know that the measured force 
Fg is forwarded to the component GripperControl where it is compared with a threshold value fr.. The 
GripperControl is connected with the rostopic arm_$side$_controllerjset_gripper from which it receives 
a bool command. When the bool is true it will close as long as f 1. is not reached. For false it will open 
to a predefined position q1 • 
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In other words: 

true 

false n.a. 

. 7. ÜVERALL TUNING RESULTS 

qg(k + 1) = qg(k - /::iq 

qg(k + 1) = qg(k 

qg(k + 1) = qt 

with qg the desired gripper position. Note that when false is re eived, the gripper controller will 
instantaneously set qg to qt . The reference interpolator will conve this step into a smooth trajectory 
therefore not applying a step to the gripper controlloop. 

5. 7 Overall tuning results 

With the gripper control loop as the final addition, the overal contro Ier layout in Orocos is as shown in 
Figure 5.17. The accuracy of this total system in the end-effector-s~ace has been investigated. To this 
end, the ingoing reference joint angles q~~s as well as the reference ipterpolator position output q~r and 
the outgoing measured joint angles q;;:!as have been captured dur'ng an experiment. Using forward 
kinematics these joint angles have been converted into the end-effe[ or positions and orientations. The 
resulting end-effector positions are shown in Figure 5.16. In this · gure the red line is q~~s converted 
into the end-effector space. The blue line is q;;:!as also converte into the end-effector space. The 
difference between these two end-effector positions spans a vector in the Euclidean space and equals 
the overall system error. For this experiment the maximum ove all system error is determined to 
be 0.038 m . The black spheres indicate statie configurations, tha is, the PERA was not moving. A 
noticeable decrease of the error can be seen towards these points. 
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Figure 5.16: The ROS reference (red), the reference interpolator (green) and the measured (blue) trajectories in 
the end-effector-space. The black spheres indicate statie p , ints in the trajectories. 

The green line in Figure 5.16 is q~r in the end-effector space. Th1 difference between the green and 
the blue line is the tracking error of the controller. For this experi ent the maximum tracking error in 
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Figure 5.17: Total controlle r s tructure as implemented in Orocos. Solid lines a re Orocos communication lines, 
das hed lines are ROS to pics. T he red loop indica tcs the feedback loop , t he blue line is the gravity compensation 

feedforward and t he g reen line indicates the gripper control. Not ice that the for joints q6 a nd q7 a n add itiona l 
integrator block should be pl aced in between the Lead Fi lter and t he 2nd order LP F. 

the end-effector space was determined to be 0 .0072 m , again showing a decrease in the statie points. 
However, this maximum error is already a lot smaller than the overall system error. 

The same behavior can be seen when the end-effector orientation is investigated. Figure 5.18 shows 
the difference between the orientations of the ROS path planning and the measured end-effector. Fig
ure 5.19 shows the resulting errors. The statie configurations have been filtered from the graphs but 
their place is indicated by the grey lines. From this, the maximum overal system orienation error is 
determined to be 0 .0264, 0 .0534 and 0.0768 radians for the roll , pitch and yaw respectively. The fre
quency content of the error has been analysed from which it is concluded that the error high frequent 
noise is the result of the zero order hold behavior of the ROS path planning because it runs at a lower 
frequency than the control loop. The Figure 5.20 shows the difference between the orientations of 
the reference interpolator and the measured end-effector. The corresponding errors are depicted in 
Figure 5.21. From this the maximum orientation tracking error is determined to be 0.0253, 0.0355 and 
0 .0178 radians for the roll, pitch and yaw respectively. This is again smaller than the overall system 
orientation error. 
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To investigate this effect in more detail the output of the path p anning has been plotted together 
with the reference interpolator position output. As an example the results for the joint angles of joint 
q2 are shown in Figure 5.22. It can clearly be seen that the referenae interpolator introduces lag to the 
resulting output. As a result the overall system error is the sum o

1 
the error introduced by the refer

ence interpolator and the controller tracking error. The effect can b . seen for all joints. The magnitude 
of the error in the end-effector as a result of this lag is strongly dep ndent on the PERA configuration. 
A decrease in the lag can be achieved by increasing the reference !. terpolator maximum velocity and 
acceleration. However if the increase is to drastically the interp , lator will no longer function as a 
safety mechanism as it might be capable of reaching unsafe spe ds. Another possible downside of 
increasing the speed and acceleration is that the interpolator mig~ become that much faster than the 
reference introducing 'bumps' in the output trajectory. Tuis effec is shown in Figure 5.23 and is the 
result of the reference interpolator already decelerating when the path planning trajectory does not 
intend to do so. Tuis introduces undesired vibrations to the syste s. 

However, for the overall system it can still be said that it has s~cient accuracy for manipulating 
objects as this is typically clone at lower speeds, therefore minimizing the negative effect. The negative 
effect can be minimalized even further when taking into account a lvisual feedback loop. It is ofcourse 
known that such a visual feedback loop is far from implemented o the AMIGO platform. lt just gives 
rise to the question how accurate the system in this case has to be. 
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Figure 5.18: The ROS path planning end-effector orientation angles (da.shed) and mea.sured end-effector 
orientation angles (solid) . The grey lines indicate the points in time w ere statie configurations took place. 
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Figure 5.21: Error between the interpolater end-effector orientation and the measured end-effector orientation 
angles. 
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Figure 5.23: The refe rence in te rpolator velocity a nd accele ration are increased to clras tically. T he result is a 
'burnpy ' o u tp;o ing t rajectory. 
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Chapter 6 

PERA Supervisor 

As a service robot the AMIGO platform will mainly be active in ublic environments. This means 
that safe and reproducible operation of the system are a must. The Controller designed in the previous 
chapter stabilizes the system but can not guarantee safe operation. lThat is, the PERA could for exam
ple face a collision with the environment, a sensor or actuator co1 d be broken. The PERA controller 
is not capable of recognizing such errors and will continu perfo~r,ing the commanded tasks. This 
could easily lead to system damage or, in the worst case, people might get injured. 

Up to this point, two components have been implemented in the 
1
ERA controller that partially func

tion as a safety mechanism. In the beginning of Chapter 5 the r ference interpolator was added to 
bridge the gap in frequency between the path planning in ROS ar,id the control loop in Orocos. Be
cause it interpolates while obeying given maximum velocities and accelerations it was concluded to 
be a safety mechanism. Even though the path planning might output a trajectory with velocities and 
accelerations above the maximum, they will not be injected into the PERA control loop. Furthermore, 
in Section 5.4 the output limiter was added to the control loop to lmake sure the USB boards never 
receive a value outside the 16 bit range. Since the controllers do not require the maximum output 
of the amplifiers during standard operation, the bounds of the li iter could be decreased. For this 
reason the amplifiers can not reach their maximum thus limiting the PERA power. For this reason 
the output limiter is also considered to be a safety handler. 

Even though both components add up to the overall system safe , they do not monitor the inter
nal PERA controller state. Cases as hardware failure or a collision with the environment are still not 
covered. In addition to the safety aspect there is also the need for homing procedure. Operators us
ing the robot do not want to put the PERA back to an initial pose at very startup. This would take time 
and introduce an error to the starting state. To increase the syste ' ease of use and reproducibility a 
homing sequence will be implemented. Both the monitoring of thÎ system safety as well as the hom
ing sequence will be performed by the supervisor component. Thi~-chapter will first treat the homing 
sequence in Section 6.r. After this the safety features contained by llie supervisor will be explained in 
Section 6.2 

6.1 Homing 

The homing sequence has been created to ensure that the PERA a'ways has the same initial pose. In 
Section 5-1 the zero pose for the PERA is discussed. It is exactly piis pose that will be taken as the 
homing position. Starting from a random position the homing pr , cedure should place the PERA in 
the zero pose and then null the encoders such that the measured p sitions at the point indeed is zero 
for all joints. In Chapter 2 it is shown that absolute sensors are vailable. With a known absolute 
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position the supervisor can move the according joint to its desired homing position. It does this by 
sending a desired position to the reference interpolator. However, two problems occured. The first one 
is that for the joints q:3 up to q7 the absolute sensors show mechanica! drift. This makes them useless 
as absolute sensors and therefore a different approach needs to be used. Even though it is slower, 
these joints are homed using the mechanica! endstop: an increasing tracking error then indicates the 
bound has been reached. From that point on the absolute position is known and the joint can be 
moved to its zero position. The second problem is that the absolute sensors are not exactly linear. That 
is, there is no exactly linear relation between a change in joint angle óq; and the measured change in 
absolute angle óqabs ,m • Due to this nonlinearity it is not possible to know what relative displacement is 
required to move towards the homing position. This problem was solved by continuously monitoring 
Qabs ,m · The joint is then moved towards the desired homing angle qabs ,d· The positive directions of the 
absolute sensors are not necessarily the same as those of the joint controllers. Therefore four different 
cases can be determined while moving towards q"bs ,d: 

sensor <lir 

+ 

+ 

condition 

Qabs ,d - qabs .m > 0.0 

Qahs ,d - qabs,m < 0.0 

q abs, d - qahs ,m > 0.0 

Qabs ,d - lJabs ,m < 0.0 

result 

lJd = qd + Ó.q 

qd = qd - 6.q 

</d = Qd - Ó.q 

Qd = qd + Ó.q 

where sensor dir shows whether the absolute sensor and the joint controller direction are opposite 
(-) or not (+) and </d the desired angle that will be send to the component Vector Concatenate. The 
reference interpolator will receive this value and create a smooth trajectory for the joints. For the 
implementation however, to speed things up, it was chosen to split each of these conditions up into 
two parts: 

sensor <lir 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

con<litio11 

qabs, d - lJabs ,m > 15.0 

lJabs .d - qabs .m > 0.0 an<l qabs ,d - qabs,m <= 15.0 

(Jabs ,d - (Ja bs ,m < -15.0 

Qa bs ,d - Qahs, m >= - 15.0 a11d qabs ,d - qabs ,m < 0.0 

Qabs ,d - Qabs,m > 15.0 

q abs, d - Qa bs,m > 0.0 a11<l qabs ,d - qabs.m <= 15.0 

Qa bs, d - (Jabs ,m < -15.0 

lJabs .d - q abs, m > = - 15.0 a11<l qabs,d - <labs ,m < 0.0 

result 

Qd = Qd + Ó.q 

- t:,.q 
Q,t - Qd + I< 

q d = (Jd - Ó.q 

Qd = Qd - ~ 

(Jd = (Jd - Ó.q 

Qd = qd - ~ 

(j,t = (j,t + 6.q 

(Jd = (Jd + 1.? 

where K is a sealing factor for the joint speed. Using these conditions the supervisor will require 
higher joint speeds when 1a bs ,d is further away. However to achieve good accuracy it slows down a 
factor Kas soon as it gets closer to (Ja bs.d· The sealing factor K has been tuned and is set to 4.12. For 
each joint it is then required to specify the following data: 
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• Should the homing be performed using the absolute sensors or the mechanica! endstop. 

• When the homing is being performed using the absolute sensors, 1 a bs, d and the sensor direction 
have to be specified. 

• When the homing is being performed using the mechanica! endstops the angle to be made from 
the endstop to the homing position has to be specified. 



6.1. HOMING 

Using this data the supervisor will home the PERA to the specifie homing position starting with the 
gripper. After the gripper is closed the supervisor will proceed ho , ing all the joints in reverse order 
starting from q7 back to q1 . With the reverse order the possibility to cause a collision with the robot 
itself is almost zero. When all the joints are at their homing positi n the supervisor will trigger three 
components: 

• PERA_USB_IO: null the encoders. Tuis will move the syste zero pose to the homing postion. 

, Reference Inteqm!atm, reset to zern. If thIB would not be d Ine, nufäng PERA_ USB_I O would 
immediatly create a large control error. 

• ReadReference: start the reading of the incoming reference , ajectories. Tuis has been disabled 
during to homing procedure to block incoming trajectorie that would cause a major distur
bance. 

After triggeting the ReadReference component the homing is co pleted and the PERA controller is 
ready for operation. The resulting reference joint angles starting from a random pose can be seen 
in Figure 6 .1. Notice the jump back to zero for all joint angles i the end. Tuis is de result of the 
reference interpolator reset and indicates the end of the homing , rocedure. Figure 6.1 also unveils 
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Figure 6.1: Reference joint angles during the homing sequence t arting from a random pose. 

that the joints q6 and q7 are left out of the homing sequence. The bsolute sensors for this joint gave 
poor results and for this reason it was initially decided to perform , eir homing using the mechanica! 
endstops. However it turned out that the stroke of joint q7 contains a non-uniformity. When moving 
q6 towards one of its mechanica! bounds, a point can be indicate~ where the total stroke of joint q7 
suddenly increases. Moving joint q6 back from the mechanica! bo1nd to its zero position caused the 
wrist to get stuck at this point. Tuis phenomenon made the homin~ of the wrist using the mechanica! 
endstops also impossible. As a result the wrist is not included in lthe homing procedure. Once the 
absolute sensors are fixed it is easy to include them in the sequenc using the deployer file. 
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6.2 Safety 

After the homing sequence is completed the system will continu normal operation. The supervisor 
then monitors the system state. lt outputs the overall state of the system to the rostopic /pera_status_$side$. 
This rostopic is used by the AMIGO dashboard to inform the operator about the PERA state. The 
AMIGO dashboard is GUi that provides the operator with information about the PERA hardware. 
Regarding the PERA three states can be identified: 

• State o: indicates that everything is ok and the system is under normal operation. 

• State r: indicates that PERA is homing and not yet ready for operation. 

• State 2: indicates that an error has occured. 

Below it will be explained which errors the supervisor can detect and what response is given to it. 

Controller saturation 

lt is explained that a saturation has been added to the control loop. However, reaching the saturation 
limit for a Jonger time indicates that a PERA motor is delivering the maximum allowed torque. This 
can easily lead to system damage in case of the PERA. This might happen e.g. when the PERA is 
pushing against an object, wall or even itself. For this reason the supervisor monitors the saturation. 
If the limit is reached for over r second the PERA_USB_IO is ordered to cut-off all controller out
puts preventing system damage. In terms of control r second is rather long. However, lowering the 
value increases the PERA sensitivity for external disturbances such as people touching it on purpose. 
Experience shows that this happens a lot during usage at demonstrators but also while performing 
experiments in the DCT-lab. 

Joint angle infeasibility 

With the reference interpolator making sure that the maximum velocities and accelerations are obeyed, 
a possible error is that the path planning in ROS sends a trajectory that contains infeasible joint angles. 
For this reason the supervisor is connected to the component ReadArmJointMsg and performs a check 
on the incoming joint angles. If these are outside the feasible bound they will be discarded. Instead, 
the supervisor will forward the last feasible joint angles into the control-loop and the operator will 
receive a message telling which joint exceeded what bound. For most of the joints the bounds equal 
the mechanica] bound. However, for the elbow joint q4 this is not the case. The maximum positive 
bound has been decreased with respect to the mechanica] bound to prevent the covers from getting 
damaged. 

Maxinmrn joint error 

In case the PERA collides with the enviroment or a sensor or actuator failure occurs this can be seen 
in the error signa] as it will increase. For this reason the supervisor continuously monitors the con trol 
errors. When they exceed a specified maximum the component PERA_USB_IO will be requested to 
set the amplifier output to zero. The supervisor will output a message to the operator telling which 
joint exceeded the limit. A restart of the supervisor is then required to operate the PERA again. 
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6.2. SAFETY 

Active braking 

Using the Orocos component RealTimeDerivative the measured i9ints velocity, Vmeas , is determined. 
This velocity is then used to check whether braking the PERA joi9t is required to prevent a collision 
with the mechanica! endstop. The time required for braking to zer , velocity, ótbr, is determined by: 

't _ Vmeas 
u br -

a max 

The distance required for braking, ÓXbr , can then be determined according to: 

s: 1 s: 2 V ~ eas UXbr = -amaxutbr = --
2 2amax 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

Now, depending on the sign of the measured velocity the supervisor will perform a check if the current 
velocity and distance to the mechanica! endstop (bndi0 w and bn , fP ) require immediat braking to 
prevent a collision ie: 

signi = 1 ➔ IJxbr,il > lbndfP - x eas,i l 
sign, - -1 ---+ lóx,,,,I > lbnd\"w - t = ••I 

In case one of the two above statements appears to be true the PE~ will colide with the end-stop of 
joint i . The entire PERA is braked to zero velocity. During this th~ reading of the reference trajecto
ries from the path planning is disabled (component ReadArmJoinllMsgs) . When the PERA has been 
stopped normal operation is resumed and the reading of the refere ce is enabled again. 

Emergency-button 

The emergency button can be pressed at all time. It turned out tha during normal usage for demon
strators the operators commonly use the emergency button for temporarily disabling all outputs. An 
example for this is to quickly move the robot from place A to plade B without having to shut down 
the controllers first. By pressing the button all the power suppli~s are disconnected enabling free 
moving of the AMIGO platform including the arms. It can theref9re not be assumed that when it is 
pressed an emergency occurred and the system should be shut down completely. Therefor it has been 
implemented that when the emergency button is pressed, the supèrvisor will continuously reset the 
Reference Interpolator at the measured PERA position. As a resulits the control error continuously 
equals zero. When releasing the emergency button the PERA will I tart its movement from the point 
where it is upon releasing. However since the ReadArmJointMsg till has the last received reference 
point on its out port, the reference interpolator will create a trajtp ory towards that point. This is 
considered as undesired because this actual position might be the rf ason for pressing the emergency 
button. For this reason the supervisor publishes the measured joi t angles (including the offset) on 
the topic /arm_$side$_controller /joint_coordinates. This causes the P • RA to stay at the position where it 
is upon releasing the emergency-button, preventing the PERA fro moving back to the last reference 
position given by the path planning. 

As a result of the implementation of the emergency button as pre cribed above it is of high impor
tance that the supervisor receives a signal of the emergency-butto . For this reason the supervisor 
performs a check upon startup of the PERA controller if it is recei;'.t;1g a signal ('heartbeat') from the 
emergency-button. If this is not the case it will not enable the amplr,ers and the PERA controller will 
stay offline. The operator is informed about this. Note that not en bling the amplifiers differs from 
setting them to zero. When they are not enabled, sending a control effort to them will still result zero 
output. The amplifiers are not disabled by the supervisor in case ofen error because this takes longer 
than setting the output to zero whilst yielding the same result. In ca:se of an error the fastest response 
is required. 
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CHAPTER 6. PER.A S U P ERVISOR 

Test cases 

The supervisor has been tested to see if it responds correctly in case of any of the erroneous situations 
described above. The tests and results are described below. 

• Controller saturation: the magnitude of the saturation bounds were lowered. As a result the con
troller output reached the bounds of the saturation. It gave the expected result ie. the amplifiers 
were set to zero. 

• Infeasibility: joint angles outside the allowable range were fed to the PERA controller. The 
supervisor intercepted these values and made sure the controlloop was not provided with the 
infeasible reference values. When the reference carne back within the feasible bound normal 
operation was resumed. 

• Maximum joint error: for the sake of this test the controllers were weakened. As a result the 
tracking error increased and reached the maximum allowed values . This resulted in amplifier 
shutdown. With the controllers set back at their normal values the PERA is still capable oflifting 
objects such as full a bottle of water without reaching the error bound. 

• Active braking: the measured distance to the mechanica! endstop was divided by a factor. As a 
result the supervisor had to brake during normal operation. Several trajectories have been per
formed showing that the supervisor will indeed stop the PERA with the maximum deceleration 
if a joint is going to colide with the 'end-stop'. 

• Emergency-button: during normal operation the emergency-button was pressed. As a result 
the PERA stopped. The arm was then moved to a random location after which the emergency
button was released. The control-loop then perfectly continued at this location. A test has also 
been performed in which the emergency-button was pressed during the homing procedure. The 
homing sequence was interupted but continued after releasing the button as it should. 

The result of the tests show that the supervisor responds adequately to the erroneous situations. The 
user can easily tighten the supervisor behavior by specifying for instance lower error bounds or a 
lower maximum time the controller is allowed to reach the saturation bound. These changes can be 
made in the deployerfiles lpera.ops and rpera.ops. Several public demonstrators and experiments that 
have been performed with the AMIGO showing that the supervisor does not interfere with the system 
during normal operation. 
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Chapter 7 

Con cl usions and Recom endations 

7.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis the development and implementation of the contr ller and safety for the Philips Ex
periremental Robotic Arm (PERA) is treated. The AMIGO platform of the Departrnent ofMechanical 
Engineering platform is equiped with two of these PERA's. The kihematic layout of a PERA is based 
on three differential drives and the 1/0 is provided by four RT-M tion USB boards that each hold a 
set of DC motors, encoders and sensors. The PERA kinematic tree is modelled using the Denavit
Hartenberg convention. 

The Orocos Toolchain offers a realtime environment that is used for the AMIGO low-level control. 
Components representing lifecycle state-machines can be progr~ med using standard C++ code. 
These components can then be deployed using the available De~loyerComponent available within 
the OCL. The low-level control in Orocos is connected to the mid Ie- and high-level control in ROS 
using the stack rtLros_integration which provides an interface. 

The software package from Philips lnnovation Services that was delivered together with the PERA's 
did not meet the requirements. For this reason the 1/0 was extractJd from it and built into an Orocos 
component. This compenent now comprises all the 1/0 function4 ties available from the RT-Motion 
USB boards. The PERA controller has been created around this cor ponent. 

In order to bridge the gap in frequency between the path plann·ng node in ROS and the control 
loop, a reference interpolator has been implemented. It is shown tl\.at this interpolator is not the opti
ma! choice. However for object manipulation which is typically performed at lower speeds it still good 
enough. The decoupled system is identified using a three point riieasurement and controllers have 
been created to stabilize the system. For safety purposes no integd l action was used for the first four 
joints. Gravity compensation was applied to these joints counterac ng the gravitational influence and 
thereby partially compensating for the absence of integral action. decrease of 33 percent of the joint 
errors was measured. 

With AMIGO mainly being active in public environments the safi ty and reproducibility are consid
ered a must. For this reason a supervisor has been created. The supervisor fulfills a homing se
quency upon startup and during normal operation it monitors the system state. By the time of writing 
this report the PERA controller with supervisor has been used within several public demonstrators, 
the RoboCup@Home league, the RoboEarth project as well as wit, in other master's theses ([n, 13]) . 
From these use-cases it can be concluded that the developed contr Her and supervisor guarantee re
producible and safe operation of the PERA. 
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CHAPTER 7. CüNC L USIONS A N D R.ECOMM EN DATIO NS 

7.2 Recommendations 

The work presented in this report can be improved and extended in several ways. This applies to both 
the used hardware as well as the designed software. Both will be treated seperately. 

7.2.1 Hardware 

All experiments performed with the PERA over the past year revealed several hardware problems. 
Some originate from the PERA mechanica! construction whilst others are the result of a choice for 
certain electronics. They are worth solving as that will improve the PERA performance in most cases. 

RT-Motion USB boards 

Experience turned out that the RT-Motion USB boards are not reliable. With the PERA operating 
under normal conditions, that is, no high speeds and accelerations, the on-board amplifiers can still 
break down. This problem has been investigated and it turned out that the nomina! voltage of 48 V for 
the shoulder motors SMr and SM2 was too high. During operation it could happen that the amplifiers 
had to handle peak voltages above the nomina! 48 V which they are not designed for. This resulted 
in amplifier break down. The problem has been solved temporarely by lowering the nomina! voltage 
such that the peak voltages stay below 48 V. A permanent solution is also investigated. There are 
Maxonn de-motors with the same motor specifications but a lower nomina! voltage of 24 V. Replacing 
the present motors with these motors would solve the problem. 

Another disadvantage of the RT-Motion USB boards is the usage of communication through USB. 
The USB standard is not designed for realtime performance. When connected to a strained PC it 
can happen that the commucation is slowing down which can easily lead to undesired delays in the 
control loop. This on its turn can lead to controller instability. The RT-Motion USB boards also limits 
the control loop frequency to a maximum of 250 Hz. Because the function IOCycle (in component 
PERA_USB_IO) performs both the read and write action directly one after another this results in a 
system delay of minimally 0.004 seconds as shown in Section 5.3 . This delay can be lowered in two 
possible ways. One option is that the 1/0 software is edited such that it can first read, then compute 
the control effort and immediatly apply it by writing. Another option would be to change to another 
communication protocol that can handle higher frequencies. This will enable for better controller 
performance by lowering the system delay. 

From the problems with the RT-Motion USB boards it is recommended to change to another com
munication standard. Changing to EtherCAT communication would be great step forward and is 
already being investigated as a possible replacement of the USB communication. Since all the other 
actuators such as the base and spindle motors are connected using EtherCAT, it would enhance the 
system uniformity on both the hardware and software level. 

Differential drives play 

Although the differential drives shown in Chapter 2 create two degrees of freedom in a relatively 
small space and give the PERA its anthropomorphic properties, they also introduce a lot of play to the 
system. From a conceptual point of view it is a proper solution. However for the PERA it holds that 
the implementation is not performed decently. The resulting play makes it a tough task to perform 
proper system identification experiments on the robot. On top of that, it also adds up to the system 
end-effector uncertaincy. Even though this might be compensated for using a visual feedback loop this 
an undesired effect. A complete review of the differential drives mechanics is therefore recommended. 
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7.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Absolute encoders 

The hall sensors used for the measuring the absolute position tuimed out to be unreliable in most 
of the cases. Tuis forced towards designing a homing procedure tliat uses both the absolute sensors 
as well as the mechanica} endstops. Tuis problem has been invektigated and it tumed out that the 
magnets of the hallsensors are not mounted properly. As a res~ t the sensor output shows drift. 
Properly mounting the magnets would result in a decrease of thT amount of time required for the 
homing procedure to complete. Also it would then be able to i clude the joints q6 and q7 in the 
homing procedure. 

7.2.2 Software 

Reference Interpolation 

In Chapter 5 it is shown that the reference interpolator is respon ible for 75% of the overall system 
error. I t is therefore worth investigating other methods of referencJ interpolation. A possible solution 
would be to use an interpolator that takes the reference velocity an! /or acceleration into account. The 
specified joint velocities and accelerations could then be increase f (within the system limit bounds). 
Tuis would reduce both the 'bumps' as well as the lag in the inte olated trajectory. Another option 
would be to use the reference acceleration as a starting point a d integrate it to get the required 
velocities and position output. 

Force sensors 

The PERA controller presented in this report only uses one opti al sensor for measurement of the 
gripper force for the gripper control loop. In [13] it is shown th3 performing motion control using 
these sensors for measuring the torque in a joint got potential, eve though the calibration seems to be 
a lot of work. Therefore, it is recommended to use the optica} senso s for measuring and responding to 
extemal disturbances. One can think of a cascade control architec'1re where the reference is adapted 
when encountering extemal distubances. In this case, the controll1r with supervisor as it is created in 
this report can still be used as a solid basis. Having such a force Aontroller would also add up to the 
system safety because it can respond to unexpected collisions wh'ch is now clone by monitoring the 
system tracking error and controller saturation. 
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Appendix A 

Detailed overview of PE 
hardware layout 

Table A.1: Legend 

SM Shoulder Motor 

EM Elbow Motor 

WM Wrirst Motor 

HM Hand Motor 

ENG Encoder 

MS Magnetic Sensor 

OS Optical Sensor 

USB line 

A 

4p flatcable, enable, reset , program enabled, gnd 

2p wire power cable 24/ 48[V], 6[A) 

2p wire power cable 5[V], 3[A] 
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Appendix B 

Hardware list 

Table B.l: PERA motor datasheet . 

MSl & MS2 MS3 EMl & EM2 WMl & WM2 

T; [Nm/ A] 

Gearing 

Encoder 

CPT 

Gtot 

RE30 

268216 

0.0538 

GP 32 C 

166940 

66:1 

MR Type L 

225783 

1024 

550 

RE30 

268214 

0.0259 

GP 32 C 

166940 

66:1 

MR Type L 

225783 

1024 

371.25 

1 
GP 32 C 

1669r 8 

33:1 
1 

MR TyJ.e ML 

225+ 8 

2oop 
341 

Table B.2: PERA motor datasheet con1 ·nued. 

HM left l M right 

Motor RE13 RE13 

118639 118641 

T; [Nm/ A] 0.013 0.0163 

Gearing GP13 A GP13 A 

110314 110314 

17:1 17:1 

Encoder· MEnc 13 MR Type M N R Type S 

110778 323052 

64 512 

Gtot - -

GP 22 C 

143979 

29:1 

MR Type M 

228177 

500 

290 
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Appendix C 

System identification res lts 

C.1 Sensitivities 

Sensitivity q 1 and q2 Sensitivlty q3 
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Figure C.l: (a) Bode diagrams of the sensitivities for joints q1 and Q2 (Shoulder), (b) bode diagram of the 
sensitivity for joint q3 (Shoulder) 
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Figure C.2: (a) Bode diagrams of the sensitivities for joints q4 and q (Elbow), (b) bode diagrams of the 
sensitivity for joints Q6 and q7 (Wris ) 
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Appendix C 

C.2 Sensitivities coherences 

Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz) 

(a) 
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Frequency (Hz) 

{b) 

10' 

Figure C.3: (a) Coherences of t he sensit ivit ies fo r jo ints q1 a nd q2 (S houlder) , (b) coherence of t he sensit ivity fo r 
joint q,3 (Shoulder) 
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Figure C.4: (a) Coherences of t he sensit ivit ies fo r joints q4 a nd q5 (Elbow), {b) coherences of t he sens it ivity fo r 
joints Q6 a nd q7 (Wrist) 
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C.3 Process Sensitivities 

Process Sensitivity q 1 and q2 
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Appendix C 
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Figure C.5: (a) Bode diagrams of the process sensitivities for joints q1 a d q2 (Shoulder), (b) bode diagram of 
the process sensitivity for joint q3 (Shoufüer) 
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Figure C.6: (a) Bode diagrams of the process sensitivities for joints q4 an q5 (Elbow), (b) bode diagrams of the 
process sensitivity for joints q5 and Q7 ( rist) 
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Appen,1-i:1; C 

C.4 Process Sensitivities coherences 

Coherence Process Sensitivity q3 
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Figure C.7: (a) Coherences of t he process sensiti vit ies for joints q1 a nd Q2 (Shoulder), (b) coherence of t he 
process sensiti vity for joint q3 (Shoulder ) 
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Figure C.8: (a) Coherences of the process sensitivities for joints q4 and q5 (E lbow), (b ) coh erences of the process 
sensitivi ty for joints q5 a nd q7 ( Wrist ) 
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Appendix D 

Amplifier Fits 

Shoulder 1 + 2 amplifier fit 
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F igure D .1: (b) fit for the MSl and MS2 amplifier, (b) fit for t he MS3 amplifier . 
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4 Wrist 1 + 2 amplifier fit 
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Figure D .2 : (a) fit for the EMl and EM2 amplifier, (b) fit fort e WMl and WM2 amplifier 
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Appendix E 

U sage of the PERA cont aller 

E.1 Compiling PERA USB 10 and he RT-Motion USB 
boards driver 

Within the package PERA_USB_IO a folder named driver can be fi, und. This folder contains all the 
files to compile the driver and the RT-Motion USB Source Code re uired for the component to com
municate with this driver. When compiling the package the followin is initiated (in this specific order, 
specified in the Makefile): 

• The file rtmotion_usb_conf.c containing the RT-Motion US : Source Code is compiled. This 
creates the object file rtmotioILusb_conf.o. 

• The Orocos component PERA_USB_IO is compiled. The bject file rtmotion_usb_conf.o is 
linked in this stage. If it is not compiled this step will fail. 

• Within the driver folder the loadable kemel module (LKM) 
the file rtmotioILusb.c. 

otion_usb.ko is compiled using 

The first two steps are required to compile the component. The LKM created at the third step is 
required for extending the linux kemel functionalities such that ~t can communicate with the RT
Motion USB boards. The loading of this LKM is done with by executing the script load_driver.sh: 

$: ./load_driver.sh 

This script performs the following steps: 

• The device files RTMotionUSBa and RTMotionUSBb are ere ted in the /dev folder and given 
executing rights. 

• The LKM rtmotioILusb.ko is loaded into the kemel using the insmod command. 

Regarding the first step is should be noted that in Linux, devices re treated like files and you can 
read and write in devices as if they were files. All the files (read: ; evices) can be found in the /dev 
folder. The files created at this step link to the RT-Motion USB bgards. The names of the files are 
specified (hardcoded) within the RT-Motion USB Source Code file. q hanging the file names will cause 
the communication to fail. At the second step the RT-Motion USB functionalities are loaded into the 
linux kemel. If this succeeds the driver is loaded and the compopent PERA_USB_IO is ready for 
usage. However, before usage check if the USB bus numbers and path names are set correctly. These 
can be found within the file IoConfig.cpp in the /src folder. They spebify for the software where to find 
the RT-Motion USB boards. Ina terminal type the following comm nd: 
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Appendi:i: E 

$: cat /proc/RtMotionUSB 

This will prompt the correct settings which should look similar to this: 

$: 
0 0 1 1.3 
1 1 1 1. 1.1 
2 2 1 1.1.2 
3 3 1 1.1.3 

The third column displays the USB bus numbers and the last column displays the USB pathnames. 
If these differ from those in IoConfig.cpp then change them in there and compile the package again 
before usage. 

E.2 Starting up the P ERA controller 

The PERA controller can be found within the package amigo_pera_controller. For stand alone usage 
the launching the file launch_$side$pera_only.launch will suffice: 

$: roslaunch amigo_pera_controller launch_lpera_only.launch 

This will only start the hardware and software required for usage of the PERA controller. Note that this 
includes the EtherCAT stack (soem) for retrieving the emergency-button state. Launching it this way 
enables the usage of the Orocos TaskBrowser that allows the user to go through the entire application 
in a way similar to navigating in a terminal (i. e. cd, Is, ... ). This is a very useful functionality when 
testing the PERA controller. For the ease of use however the PERA controller can also be started 
using the AMIGO dashboard. The downside of doing it this way is that it disables the usage of the 
TaskBrowser because the application will be running in the background. 
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Appendix F 

Created Orocos compon nts 

Tuis Appendix provides a list of the created Orocos components. Information is given about the 
package where the components can be found and basic user info ation about the components is 
provided. 

F.1 Package PERA USB 10 

The package PERA_USB_IO contains one component required fo communicating with the PERA 
through the RT-Motion USB boards. Furthermore it includes the I iver that has to be loaded on the 
PC before usage. 

• PERA_USB_IO 

Inputport Type 

cmdTorqueln vector<double> 
enablePort bool 
reNullPort bool 
terminatePort vector<double> 

Outputport Type 
relEnc vector<double> 

absSen vector<int> 

forceSen vector<double> 

Property Type 

absSenJumpPosProperty vector<double> 

afterAbsSenJumpProperty vector<double> 

Descrip~on 
reads t~e requested motor efforts 
reads die enable-signal 
reads tlie renull-signal 
reads tHe terminate signal 

D<SaipLn 
writes the measured relative motor an-
gles 1 

writes the measured absolute joint an
gles 
writes e measured force sensor out
puts 

defines the value where the absolute 
sensor if mps 
defines he max absolute sensor value 
after th jump 
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A µµ end'ix F 

F. 2 Package amigo pera controller 

The package amigo_pera_controller contains the controller for the PERA's. lt contains the two deploy
ment files lpera.ops and rpera.ops that define the controller layout and settings for the left and right 
PERA respectively. Furthermore it holds 4 Orocos components that are specifically for usage with the 
PERA. 

• PERA_Read.ArmJointMsg 

Reads a rosmessage with the type amigo_msgs::arm_joints from the specified rostopic and puts the 
content of it on an Orocos port. 

Inputport 

inport 

enablePort 

Outputport 

posport 
velport 
accport 

Property 

off sets 
signs 

• PERA_ WriteArmJointMsg 

Type 

amigo_msgs::arm_joints 

bool 

Type 

vector<double> 
vector<double> 
vector<double> 

Type 

vector<double> 
vector<double> 

Description 

reads the rosmsg from the specified 
rostopic. 
reads the command from the supervi
sor enabling or disabling the compo
nent from reading the rostopic. 

Description 

writes the read position. 
writes the read velocity. 
writes the read acceleration. 

Description 

defines the offsets to be added. 
defines the signs to be applied. 

Writes the content of an Orocos port on a rostopic with rosmsg type amigo_msgs::arm_joints. 

Inputport Type Description 

pos vector<doubles> reads the joint coordinates. 

Outputport Type Description 

joint_coordinates amigo_msgs::arm_joints writes the read joint coordinates on a 
rostopic. 

Property Type Description 

off sets vector<double> defines offsets to be added. 
signs vector<double> defines signs to be applied. 
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• PERA_GripperControl 

Based on command from ROS and the force measured at the grip1 er it computes the reference for 
the gripper. 

Inputport 
gripper_close 

resetGripperPort 
torque_in 

Outputport 
gripper_ref 
gripper_status 

Property 

thresholcLclosed 

• PERA_GravityCompensation 

Type 

std_msgs::Bool 

bool 
vector<doubles> 

Type 

vector<doubles> 
std_msgs::Bool 

Type 

double 

reads tHe gripper command from a ros
topic. J 
reads t e gripper reset signal 
readinj the measured gripper force. 

Descrip ion 

writes tpe desired gripper reference. 
writes e current gripper status to a 
rostopi , 

Descrip~on 
defines the force threshold for gripper 
closure 

Based on the joint position in the kinematic tree described by the D avit-Hartenberg parameters this 
component computes the required joint torques to compensate for the gravity. It uses the Recursive 
Newton Euler method. Note that the properties are hardcoded. 

Inputport 
in 

Outputport 

out 

• PERA_Supervisor 

Type 

vector<double> 

Type 

vector<double> 

,eads j kinematic tree jo;nt angles 

Descriptfon 
writes : e computed torques 

This component defines the supervisor that monitors the PERA tate and responds adequately in 
erroneous situations. 

Inputport 

requestedJointAnglesPort 
errorPort 
measRelJointAnglesPort 
measAbs JointAnglesPort 
eButtonPort 

gripperStatusPort 
controllerOutputPort 
jointVelocity 

Type 

vector<double> 
vector<double> 
vector<doubles> 
vector<int> 
stcLmsgs::Bool 

std_msgs::Bool 
vector<doubles> 
vector<doubles> 

Descript on 

reads t~e requested joint angles 
reads the controller tracking error 
reads 5 ~asured relative joint angles 
reads ~ r asured absolute joint angles 
reads thf emergency-button state from 
a rostoprc 
reads the gripper status from a rostopic 
reads thr motorspace controller output 
reads the joint velocities 
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Outputport 

enablePort 

resetlnterpolator Port 
resetRefPort 
homJ ntAnglesPort 

reNullPort 

enableReadRefPort 

gripperClosePort 

gripperResetPort 

peraStatusPort 

Property 

maxJointErrors 

enableOutput 
jointUpperBounds 
jointLowerBounds 
motorSaturations 
offsetAngles 

homedPos 
absOrRel 
absSenDir 

stepSize 
requireHoming 
start Joint 
maxAccelerations 
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Type 

bool 

vector<doubles> 
amigo_msgs: :arm_joints 
vector<doubles> 

bool 

bool 

std_msgs::Bool 

bool 

std_msgs::uint8 

Type 

vector<double> 

bool 
vector<double> 
vector<double> 
vector<double> 
vector<double> 

vector<double> 
vector<double> 
vector<double> 

vector<double> 
bool 
double 
vector<double> 

Description 

writes the enablesignal to the I/0 com
ponent 
writes the interpolator reset values 
writes the reset values on a rostopic 
writes the reference joint angles for the 
homing sequence 
writes the request for renulling the I/0 
component 
writes the enable signa! for 
PERA_ WriteArmJointMsg 
writes the requested gripper state on a 
rostopic 
writes the request for a reset of 
PERA_GripperControl 
writes the PERA status to the AMIGO 
dashboard 

Description 

defines the joint maximum tracking er
rors 
defines if amplifier output is allowed 
defines joint mechanica! upperbounds 
defines joint mechanica! lowerbounds 
defines controller saturation values 
defines the offset w.r.t. the DH param
eters 
defines the homing positions 
defines what sensors to use for homing 
defines direction of the absolutes sen
sor 
defines homing procedure speed 
defines ifhoming is required 
defines the joint homing is started with 
defines joint maximum accelerations 
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F .3 Package orocos components 

The component ReferenceGenerator has been added to the package orocos_components. It provide a 
general functionality and is therefor not meant for usage with the P RA only. 

• ReferenceGenerator 

The component ReferenceGenerator can be used to create a variabl number of reference generators 
in one component. 

Inputport 
posin 
resetValues 

Outputport 
posout 
velout 
accout 

Property 

Nrlnterpolators 

InterpolatorDt 
InterpolatorEps 
interpolatorX 

Type 

vector<double> 
vector<double> 

Type 

vector<double> 
vector<double> 
vector<double> 

Type 

double 

double 
vector<double> 
vector<double> 

Descriptfon 

reads tHe requested end position 
reads ~ e reset values 

Descript~on 
writes t~e generated position 
writes t~e generated velocity 
writes t e generated acceleration 

Descriptton 
defines pie number of reference gener
ators I __ 
definescomponentperiod 
defines ~nterpolators epsilon 

1 

defines initial pos, max vel and max ace 
of inte ! olator number X 
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